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Compensation for Exonerees

Among the most frequently asked questions about exonerations center on compensation:

How does it work? How many get it? How much do they get? This section of the website

addresses these questions. Our "Compensation Under the Microscope" series by Professor

feffrey Gutman examines particular states and policies on this issue. Our "Compensation By

itre ttimUers" data, which will be periodically updated, contains Professor Gutman's

compensation data.

How are exonerees comPensated?

Exonerees can receive compensation in three ways, which are, in some states, mutually

exclusive,

The first relies on state statutes that provide compensation for wrongful imprisonment.

As of fune 2022,38 states and the District of Columbia had adopted compensation statutes.

These statutes vary from state to state. Generally, they set forth the substantive

qualifications for compensation. They are no-fault statutes, meaning that the claimant does

not need to prove that the state did something unlawful that caused the wrongful

conviction, tttuy do, however, require claimants to demonstrate their innocence, either by

standards ofa preponderance ofthe evidence orby clear and convincing evidence.

Most require the underlying crime for which the claimant has been exonerated to be a

felony and th"t the claimant was incarcerated following conviction. Some statutes require

clairnants to show that they did not cause or contribute to their prosecution or conviction

[by pleading guilty, for example). A few states require that the claimant have a

gubernatorLipardon, that the exoneration be based solely on DNA evidence, or that

claimants not have prior felony convictions.

The statutes assign a decisionmaker for such claims, most commonly a state trial court
judge, but sometimes a state claims board or administrative agency. They set forth the

proiedures by which a claim is made and decided. These state compensation statutes also

Lstablish a compensatory metric. In most states, there is an assigned yearly compensation

amount. In some states, ihe statutes set a total maximum payment. Some states pay the

amounts over time through an annuity or partial annual payments. A growing number of

states also provide a successful claimant non-compensatory relie{, such as vocational

training, access to health care, educational benefits, and housing support. Some states

condition awards on the claimant's waiver of their right to file lawsuits against particular

governmental entities or actors, or require the claimant to repay the state should they later

seek and obtain a higher award through litigation.

The second relies on civil lawsuits. The vast majority of these lawsuits are filed in federal

court. Generally, they allege that certain state actors, such as prosecutors, police, or

forensic analysis, engaged in forms of unconstitutional misconduct that violated the

exonerees' federal rights to due process and caused their wrongful convictions. Some



allege, in addition, that certain governmental policies and customs were responsible for the

wrongful convictions.

Some lawsuits are filed in state courts and often make state tort claims, such as malicious

prosecution, wrongful imprisonment, or attorney malpractice. Often, these state law tort
ilaims are made in federal civil rights cases as well. Unlike claims under state

compensation statutes, these lawsuits can only succeed if the plaintiff demonstrates fault
and iausation - that a state actor breached some constitutional norm or state common law
duty - and that the breach caused the wrongful conviction. Thus, recoveries in such cases

are less frequent than in state statutory claims'

An exoneration is necessary, but not sufficient, for a civil rights case recovery. For example,

in a wrongful conviction caused by an erroneous cross-racial identification, if the police

coerced oi misled the victim into identiSring the defendant, that could form the basis of a

viable federal civil rights case. If there was no such coercion, and the victim honestly, but
mistakenly, misidentified the defendant, there likely would not be a viable civil rights case.

However, state statutory compensation could be available if the claimant proves their
innocence.

Federal civil rights cases fail when a judge, typically in response to the defendants' motion

to dismiss or for summary judgmen! concludes that the plaintiff has not sufficiently alleged

or demonstrated unconstitutional misconduct and causation, or that the named defendants

are immune from suit. The substantial majority of recoveries in these cases follow
settlements with some or all of the defendants. Iury trials, resulting in verdicts for the
plaintiff or defendants, are much less common than pre-trial dismissals or settlements.

The third, and rares! form of compensation is a private bill. State legislatures

occasionally pass laws that grant compensation to specific individuals. These private bills

were never common, but they have become much less frequent as more states have

adopted state compensation statutes. Obtaining compensation through a private bill is
difficult, It typically requires both an influential legislative advocate and a compelling

narrative. These private bills should not be confused with provisions in some state statutes,

like those of Calfbrnia and lllinois, that require the state legislature to approve an award of
compensation recommended or made by an administrative agenry or state court of claims'

How long does ittake to get compensated?

Just as state compensation statutes differ from state to state, so does the length of time to

obtain compensation. As a very general rule, it takes less time to receive state

compensation than a civil rights award.

Some states, however, require a multi-step process for compensation that begins by

obtaining a certificate of innocence from the convicting court, followed by filing a claim

with an agency or claims court. After a claim is granted, legislative approval may be

required. How long this takes depends on the procedure by which these claims are decided

and whether the state challenges the claimant's actual innocence. The measure of possible
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damages tends not to be litigated as most states prescribe the compensatory amount' A

small number of states offer a modest emergency grant pending the outcome of the claims

procedure,

Civil rights cases often take years to litigate as they require extensive discovery and

motions practice. Decisions to deny motions to dismiss on immunity grounds are

immediaiely appealable, and often are. Beginning in2120,the COVID-19 virus outbreak

slowed the courts and jury trials were delayed. In a small number of cases, most commonly

in New York, pre-filing settlements have resolved potentially strong cases for plaintiffs at

amounts less than might have resulted from extensive litigation.

0n average, successful federal civil rights cases result in recoveries that are between four

and five times greater per year of incarceration than those in state statutory cases. Many

exonerees have received multi-million-dollar settlements or verdicts. It is frequently said

that civil rights cases in this area are hard to win, but the data show that just over half of

the cases filed result in some recovery'

How many exonerees have been compensated?

Our new "Compensation By the Numbers" section provides this data. It will be updated

frequently. Professor Gutman has researched whether each person listed on the Registry,

whether wrongly convicted in a federal or state court, has sought and received state

statutory compensation and/or a recovery from a civil lawsuit. The data lags the postings

to the Registry by a few months. At the time of this writing, 953 state compensation awards

had beenhade. Three exonerees had received compensation under the federal

compensation statute and about 630 people had received a recovery as a result of [or in

antiiipation ofJ a civil lawsuit. About 285 exonerees had received a civil case recovery and

state statutory compensation. All told, this amounts to somewhat less than half of those on

the Registry.

How much are exonerees compensated?

Compensation rates under state statutes vary considerably. Wisconsin, for example, pays

only $5,000 per year of incarceration up to $25,000. Texas, in contrast, pays $80,000 per

year as a lump sum plus an annual annuity. Since 2004, the federal compensation statute

provides $50,000/year for exonerees not receiving death sentences. Many state statutes

".. 
g"n.r"lly aboul the same as the federal metric, with some permitting increases for

inflation.

The range of outcomes is enormous in civil litigation. One of the largest lawsuit verdicts is

believeJto be the $101.7 million awarded to Peter Limone, foseph Salvati, Louis Greco, and

Henry Tameleo in2007. (salvati and Tameleo were exonerated posthumously, and the

awards went to their estites.) One of the largest verdicts for a single exoneree was $41

million awarded to |effrey Deskovic in20L4. (The actual payout was limited to $10 million

by a pretrial agreement.) A jury awarded Thaddeus fimenez of lllinois $25 million in20L2.
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More recently, Eddie Bolden, of lllinois, won a $25.2 million juryverdictin202L. Craig

Coley, of California, settled a federal civil righs case for $23.1million. Nathson Fields, of
Illinois, won a $22 million jury verdictin20L6.These large recoveries, which are fairly
uncommon, require context. It is important to be mindful of how long these exonerees

were wrongly incarcerated and the particular harms they suffered as a result. There have

been verdicts exceeding $1 million per year of incarceration. Settlements of several

hundred thousand dollars per year are not uncommon.

What are the reasons some exonerees don'tget compensated?

Roughly 10 percent of the exonerees on the Registry did not serve time in prison. With
respect to those in states with statutory compensation, such exonerees would not be

eliglble except in Illinois. Others are not compensated because they served relatively little
time in prison and the potential payoff may not be sufficient to warrant the effort to file a

claim. Some may not qualify due to particular requirements in the statute'

Others may have been exonerated at a time when there was no state statute. While

subsequently passed statutes typically allow prior exonerees to get compensation, some

exonerees may not become aware of the statute; some may have passed away and some

may be incarcerated following conviction of other crimes. About L5 percent of those who

seek state compensation are denied. A significant number of those exonerees failed

because they were not able to demonstrate that they met the definition of innocence in the

statute.

On the civil litigation side, some exonerees may not file suit because short incarcerations

may limit the value of their claims. For others, it may be difficult to prove unconstitutional
misconduct or to overcome immunity defenses. The loss of evidence and witness testimony

in cases occurring many years ago is sometimes a barrier too difficult to surmount. In other

cases, factors may discourage an attorney from taking the case, such as an exoneree's

commission of subsequent crimes, or difficult legal precedent in the district or circuit
where the case may be filed. As noted, in some states, exonerees who receive state

compensation are barred from bringing civil cases arising from their wrongful conviction'

Who helps exonerees?

An organization called After Innocence helps some exonerees obtain the compensation to

which they are entitled. There are lawyers across the country who have developed

considerable expertise in bringing and litigating these claims. Many exonerees have used

some of the money they have recovered to start their own non-profit organizations to help

those seeking exoneration or those recently exonerated.

Is compensation taxable?

In 2015, federal legislation was passed that exempted wrongful conviction awards from

federal taxation. Most state statutes explicitly provide that state statutory compensation is

also exempt from state taxation.
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Further Reading:

jeffrey S. Gutman and Lingziao Sun, Why is Mississippi the Best State in Which to be

Exonerated? An Empirical Evaluation of State Statutory and Civil Compensation for
the Wrongfully Convicted, 1.1 Ne' U. L. Rev 694 (2019).

feffrey S. Gutman, An Empirical Reexamination of State Statutory Compensation for

the Wrongly Convicted, 82 MIssouRI LAw REVIEw 369 (20L7)-

Robert f. Norris, Exoneree Compensation: Current Policies and Future Outlooh in

WRSNGFUL CoNvrcrroN AND CRIMrNAL Iusl cE RepoRtvt : MAKING JUSTICE 2 8 9 [Marvin
Zalman & fulia Carrano eds., 2014).

fustin Brooks & Alexander Simpson, Find the Cost of Freedom: The State of
Wrongful Conviction Compensation Statutes Across the Country and the Strange

Legal Odyssey of TimothyAtkins,49 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 627 (20L2).

edele Bernhard, A Short Overview of the Statutory Remedies for the Wrongly

Convicted: What Works, lVhat Doesn't and tvVhy, 18 B.U. Pue. INr. L.1.403 [2009).

a

a

a
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CoupBNSATroN Statutns: A NauoNAL Ovr,RvrEw

The Registry regularly updates this lis! but statutes can be amended at any time. In addition, because this list was put together to give

streamlined information on state statutes, it may not be exhaustive. For the most up to date and precise information, please check the
individual statutory codes. Most state codes can be found on the state's official government website.

This table was originally created by Professor Adele Bernhard and the Innocence Project. We are deeply grateful for their work in compiling
these statutes.

Last updated: fune 2,2022

CONTRIBUTORY
PRO\|ISIONS

A nw felony
conviction will end a

claimmt's right to
compensation.

FUTURE
ctvll,

IITIGATION

Not specified

AI)DITIONAL
AWANDS

Not specified

AWARD

Min:
$50,000/yeat;

Comittee on
Compensation for

\ftongfrrl
Incrcention cm

recommend
discretionary
momtin

addition to base,

but legislature
must

aoorooriate funds.

TIME
IIIVIITS

FOR
FILING

2yexs

wHo
DECIDES

Sate Division of
Risk Mmagement

md the
Comittee on
Compensation
for Wtongfrrl
Incrceration.

STAhIDARD OF
PROOF

Not specified

ELIGIBILITY

Conviction vacated or
twersed, md chmges

dismissed
on gtouds consistmt vith

imocence.

WHEN
PASSED

2007

STATUTE

Ala. Code 1975 529-2-
150, et seq.

"Committee
on

Compensation
for Wtongful

Incatcetation"

NONE

NONE

STATE

AL

AK

AZ

L
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Requires the boatd
to dmy a daim if the

bord finds by a
ptepondermce of the

evidence that a

claimmt pled guilty
with the specific
intent to protect

another from
ptosecution.

FUTURE
CITryL

LITIGATION

Not

ADDITIONAL
AWARD$

Corrections md
Rehabiiitation shall

assist with:
(1) Trusitional

swicc, induding
housing csistmce,

lob mining md
mental health

serices, as

applicable. The
sepices shdl be

offsed within the
fust week of m

individual's
exonmtion md
again within the
firt 30 days of
exonutton.

Seryices shall be
provided for a

period of aot l€ss

drm six oontlls
od not mote thm
one yru from the

date of release

unless tlle
conerated petson

qualifies fot
swices beyond
one yer mdc
*isting law.

(2) Emllmentin
the Medi-Cal

Prcglm
(3) Eroollmmtin

the CalFtesh

Progm
(4) Referal m the

Emplolment
Dwelopment

Deparment md
applicable regional
pluming mits for

workforce swices.
(5) Erollrnmt in

the federal
Supplmental

Seruity Income
benefis progm.

AWARD

$1

In addition to my
other payment to
vhich the person
is entitled to by

lew, a petson who
is exonetated shdl
be paid the sm of

one thousaod
dollats ($1,000)

upon release, from
funds to be made

available upon
apPfoPfietion by

the Legislatute fot
this pu4:ose.

A person who is
exonerated shall

be paid the sum of
five thousmd

dollats ($5,000)

upon release, to
be used for

housing The
exonented person

shdl also be
entided to receive
direct palment or
reimbwsement for

reasonable
housing costs for

a pedod ofnot
more than fou
yetrs folloving

release ftom
custody.

TIME
IIMITS

FOR
FIIING

10 years

wHo
DECIDES

CaLifomia Victim
Compensation

md Govetment
Claims Boatd

makes a
tecommdation
to the legislatue.

STAI{DARD OF
PNOOF

binding on the
compensation board;

Automatic compensation
tecomendation, absmt

Attomey Genenl
chdlenge, fot applicaats
with successfi:lwtit of

habeas corpus; motion to
vacate; dismissed chages;

or acquittal on retdal;

Attomey Generd
Challenge- must ptove by

cleat md convincing
evidmce that the daimmt

committed the acts..

ELIGIBILTTY

Patdon fot imocmce;

Deciration of factual
imocence;

Conviction revetsed, md
charges dismissed, ot retial

ended in acquittal.

WHEN
PASSED

1913;7966;
2000;2006;
2009;2073:
2074;2075;
2016;2079;

2021

STATUTE

NONE

Cal Penal Code $$ 4900, et
seq.; $ 3007.05; S 1485.55

"Indemity for Persons

Eroneously Convicted
and Patdoned"

STATE

AR

CA
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claimmt camot
compensated fot
those years when

claimant was
concurrendy swing

a sentenc€ fof m
mrelated offense;

In each year in which
claimant receives any

annual palment
ftom the state court
administtator, the
clairnant's anlual
payment shail be
reduced by ten

thousand dollats if
claimmt fails to

pfesent to the state

couft administfator a

policy ot certificate
showing that
claiment has

putchased or
otherwise acquLed a

qualified health plan
for claimant ot

dependents that is

valid fot at least six
months;

The claimant is
required to complete
a petsonal financiel

management
instruction couse

before the state

court administratot
may issue to claimmt

more than one
annual palment of

molretary
compensation ot a

lump-sm payment.

CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

specified

crv&
LTTIGATION

A\TARDS

Each instirotion of
higher education in

the sate shall
waive all tuition
costs, including

mendatory fees
associated with

attendmce at th€
institution, for

clainmt md for
children of
claimmt or

custodial child of
claimant

the state of
Colorado;Additional

950P00/yer on
death row;

Additional
925,000/yer on

prole, on
probation, ot as a

registered sex

offendet aftet a

period of
incatceration;

Compensatiofl
for child

support missed
while

incarcerated;

Reasonable
attorneys'f€es.

2yeats

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
EII;ING

the county in
which case

couft m

originated.

wIIo
DECTDES

STANDARI)
PROOF

Clear md convincingFinding3;2077;
20t8

WHEN
PASSEI)

"Compensation for
Certain Exonetated

Petsons"

c.R.s.A. s et
seq.

co

ATE
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Not specifiedBatredCotnlnissipn€r
'mayonder

Payffnt for iob
frrnhg;

colrnselin&
tuition at stete

and any otler
scrvices daimaat

mayneedto
Aciliratc

claimanCs

cotultubltt.

edoot

into the

Amunt/yeris
calcutated based

aoyvhetebetwoen
75-200% of.ltlc.

medtan ul
householtl

income.

2yeacCIzi6s
Coffinission€f

Prqrorderarrce

Convictiouvacated or
iEr€rs€4 and &aqes

dismisseil
on gloirnds cottgisffit vi&

li:me€nc€r

Patdoq20o& 2016

NONE

CTST 5zl-t02uu

'eConpeasation
WTongful

Iricatcetation"

for

DE

cr
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimmt must show
that claimmt did noq

by claimmts
misconduct, bring

about the
prosecution, md
claimmt must not
have pled guilty.

FUTURE
cwIL

LITIGAIION

Not specified

ADDITIONAL
AVARDS

Phlsical md
mental health
cre for tlle

duation of the
claimmt's

life through
automatic

participation in
comprehensive
commity-

centered health
cate md medicai
serices systm;

Reimbwsment
for any tuition

md fees
fot the

daimant's
education,

vocational or
employrnent

skills
development

pfogfam.

AVARD

$200,000/yer;

Additional
$40,000 for each
ya sered on

patole, ptobation,
superised

release, or as a
rdstered sex

offendet;

Reimbmement
for child support

pa;nnents that
were notpaid, md

attotneys'fees
msociated with

them;

Reimbusement
for attomeys' fees;

No punitive
damages,

In addition,
within 21 days

after a petition for
compensation is

approved, the
claimmtwill

receive $10,000 to
assist in

immediately
seoring senices
such as: housing;
umsportation;

subsistence;
re-intelyative
sen'ices; md
mental md

physical health
catel

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FILING

wHo
DECIDES

Victim Sewices
mdJustice

Gtants;

Ifdenied a
petitionet may
seekMmdmus

reliefin the
superior couft

which affotds de
novo tryiw.

STANDARDOF
PROOF

Clear conmdng

ELIGIBIIITY

Patdon for imocence;

Conviction tevetsed or set

aside on the gromds that
claimmt is not guilty.

WHEN
PASSED

7987;2077;
2027

STATUTE

$ 2-421, et seq.

"Unjust Imprisonmend'

STATE
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Must not
convicted of a felony
before or dwing the

wongfirl
incrcetation.

A claimmt cmot be
compensated for

those yers claimmt
was concurendy
sering a sentence
for an umelated
offense, ot if the
state proves by a
prepondetance of

the evidence that the
claimant conspired,
ettempted, solicited,

ot assisted in the
commission of the

crime.

FI,'TURE
CIVIL

I.XTIGATION

Baned

Barred

ADDITIONAL
AVARDS

120 hom of
tuition at a

cxeet
center,

commrnity
college or

stzte

udvetsity.

Not
specified

AWARD

$50,000/year,
adiusted

fot cost ofliving
incteases,

Cap: $2 million;

Cout costs;

Reasonable
attomeys' fees;

Any fines ot costs
imposed.

$50,000/yer;

Mu. additional

$100,000 fot
special

cirmmstmces;

$10,000 for
attorneys' fees.

TIME
LIII,IITS

FOR
FILING

must
file

w/in 90 daf
after order
vacating

conviction fot
a dedration
of wrcngfirl
conviction.

THEN:

2yexs

2yexs

wHo
DECIDES

Trial court - can
considet claim

even if
ptosemting

authority does
not cerifr
imocmce;

Claim is then
sent to edmin. Iaw
judge for factual
deteminxion of

innocence;

That finding is

smt to a trial
judgewho can

adopt those
findings or noq

It thm sends this
tec. to the original
s€ntencing court

who cm accept or
deny the

tecommmdation.
(no stmdatd

siven).

Citcuit court
where claimant

lives;

or the ciroit
cout for the first
circuit (if claimant
Iives out of sate).

STA\IDARD OF
PROOF

prepondetance of the
widence *rat claimant

does not quali$r for
compensation;

This finding goes to m
administative law judge as

a recommendation;

Any questions offacg the
natute, significance of

effect of the widence of
actud imocence, md the
claimmt's eligibility for

compensation mdet this
act must be established by

clear and convincing
evidence by the claimmt
before m administrative

law judge.

PrepondetmcePrdoned on actual
imocence gromds;

Conviction rwersed ot
vacated on actual innocmce

gromds.

ELIGIBIIITY

ptoseoting
authodty that claimmt is

innocent, that no fi:rther
criminal proceeding will be
initiated, md no questions
of fact temai$ md thet &e
claimmt is not ineligible for

compensation.

WHEN
PASSED

2008;2073:
2074;2117

2076

STATUTE

FL ST 961.01,
et seq.

"Vicums ofVrcngfirl
Incrceration

Compensation"

NONE

2016 Hi. ALS 1s6

"An Act Relating to
Wrongful Imptisoment"

STATE

FL

GA

HI
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVTSIONS

claimmt not
pievail on a claim

brought pursuant to
this chapter ifthe
state shows by a

prepondetmce of the
evidence that a

ciaimmt pled guilty
with the specifc
intent to ptotect

mother party from
ptosecution.

Claimmt vas flot an

accessory of
accomplice to tlle
acts that wete t}le

basis of the
conviction;

Not

FUTUNE
CIVIL

IITIGATION

Any civil awatd
ot setdement

(ess attomeys'
fees md costs)

will be
deducted from
the statutory

awrd.

Not specified

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

Reentry
sefvices

tlnough the
depaftment

of
corections.

Comp.
Stat, Am.

1015/2 provides
that the claimmt

teceive iob
serch and
placement
services,
inciuding

assessmeng
tesue

assistmce,
interview

ptepration,
occupational md

labor muket
infomation,
teferal to

employers with
job openings.

AWARD

$62,000/yeat
(induding time
awaiting tdal);

of
$75,000/ya if

claimmt was
imptisoned on

death row;

Additional
No less than

$25,000/yer on
patole, ot required
to register as a sex

offendet

$4richever pedod
of time is greater

wili conuol);

Reasonable
attomeys'fees.

xBuden is on
cleimmt to

esteblish corect
number of days to
be comDensated.

Incrcetated fot:
<5 yrs., $85,350

Mu.,
<14 yts., $170,000

Mx.,
>14 yrs., $199,150

Mffi.,

with cost of living
increase;

Attomeys'fees
not mote thm
25ok of orctdl

award.

TIME
LIIVIITS

FOR
FILING

2 yeets;

or fot actions
before this

2027
enactrrent:

2 years from
mactment

Q023).

2yeats tftet
issued a

certificate of
imocence as

ptovided in
Section 2-702
of the Code

of Gvil
Procedute or
is gtmted a

prdon by the
Govemor.

wHo
DE,CIDES

Must file the
daim for

compmsation in
civil district
(state) cout.

of Claims

STANIDARD OF
PROOT

Ptq:ondetance

Til.IGIBILITY

Conviction vacated ot
rwetsed, and charges

dismissed, or retrial ended

h acquittal.

Prdon for
Imocencel

Certificate of imocmce.

WT{EN
PASSED

2021 (SB

1027

7945;2009:
2077;2078

STATUTE

3501, et. seq.

"Idaho Wrongful
Conviction Act '

Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann.
s0s/8 (c)

"Coun of Claims AcC'

STATE

ID
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIOAIS

Claimant is not
entided to

compensation for
the part of a

sentence that is
sened conorendy
with a sentence for a
conviction that is not

vacated;

Ciaimmt did not
commit, take pat in,
plm, ptepare for, or

participate in the
plaming or

prepatation of any
criminal act in

connection with the
offense

FUTURE
CTVIL

IITIGATION

Barted

Claimmts who
teceived

restitution or
dmages

conceming the
conviction
(public or
private) in

mothet way ate

not eligibl€ for
the statutory

awatd.

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

Claimmt is
eligible for my

ptogrm, smice,
or treatment that

is designed to
provide

tehabilitation ot
reintegra.tion
services to an
incatcerated

Pefson.

AWARI)

M*. $50,000/yeat
(setving a

concurlent
sentence will not
result in a higher

awatd);

No
compensation

for pretrial
detention, home

d€tention, or
wotk telease.

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FILING

2years

wlro
DECIDES

The criminal
justice institute.

Sudicial rwiwis
available for

appeal)

STANDAND OF
PROOF

Prepondermce

ELIGIBILITY

Patdon;

Conviction vacated,
revetsed, or set aside

(acquittal on temand is not
enough).

WHEN
PASSED

2079,2027,
2022

STATUTE

Ind. Code $ 5-2-23-1 et
seq.

"Restitution
fot Wrongly
Incarcerated

Petsons"

STATE

IN
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

must not
have pled g:ilty.

FUTURE
cIvIL

LITIGATION

Brs suits
against *re state

or an employee;

Does not
preclude my

action bmed on
any negligent or

wrongftrl
acts or

omissions
which atose

dudng the
pedod ofthe

wrongfirl
imptisonmeng
but which re
not telated to
t]le faas and
ciromsances
udetlying the
conviction or

proceedings to
obain relief

ftom the
conviction.

ADDITIONAL
AVARDS

Not specified

AWARD

$s0ldar

And
lost vages up to
$25,000/yer;

Reasonable

attomeys'fe€s.

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
TILING

2yexs

wHo
DECIDES

District
liabiliqr

State Appeal
Board or Civil Ct.

fot
Dmages.

STAI{DARD OF
PROOF

Cier md Convincing

EI.IGIBIIJTY

vacated,
dismissed, or twetsed md

charges dismissed or retrial
ended in acquittal.

VHEI\I
PASSED

1997

STATUTE

Iowa Code Ann.

s 6634.1

"Sfrcngful Impdsorment

- Cause ofAction"

STA]:E
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimant was not m
accessofy of

accomplice to the
acts that were the

basis of the
conviction;

Claimant did not
comit or subom
perjury, fabticate

evidence, ot by the
claimant s own

conduct cause ot
bring about the

conviction. (l.{either
a confession nor
admission later

found to be false ot a
guilty plea shdl

constitute
comitting ot

suboming periury,
fabricating widence

or causing ot
btinging about the

conviction mder this
subsection);

Claimant is not
entided to

compensation for t}Ie
pert of e sef,rtenc€

that is sewed
conrunentiy with a

sentence fot a
conviction that is not

vacated.

FUTURE
CwIL

LITIGATION

If claimmt wins
anotha daim
ot setdment

the amount will
be deducted or
tepaid to the

statutory awerd.

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

May also be
awatded othet
non-monetaty
telief as sought
in the complaint

induding, but
not limited to,

comseling,
housing

assistance and
petsonal

finmcial litetacy
assistance, as

apptopriate;

Entided to
receive tuition

assistence;

Entided to
prticipate in the
state health care

benefits
pfogm;

Upon a

certificate of
imocmce

exPungement is
autometic;

Reentry services
re available.

AWAND

$65,000/yet;

Additional
$25,000/yar on
pdole, or post

telease
supervision, or

required to
registet under the
Kansas offender
tegistration act,

(whichevet is
gteater);

Reasonable

attomeys'fees md
costs not to

sceed $25,000
unless reasonable.

TIME
LIMITS

FOn
FILING

2yexs

vHo
DECIDES

District court

@ench tdal);

A decision
ofthe

Disttict Court
may be

appealed to
the supteme

court of
Kansas.

STA\IDARDOF
PROOT

Prepondermce

ELIGIBILITY

Gtmt of patdon;

Conviction vacated ot
rwetsed, and chrges

dismissed, or retrial ended
in acquittal.

WHEN
PASSED

2018

STATUTE

KSA. S 60-5004

"Compensation for
Wrongirl Convictiort''

NONE

STATE

KS

KY
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

A claimant shdl not
be mtided to

compensation fot
any pottion of z

sentence in prison
duringwhich

daimmt was also

serving a conorrent
sentence fot the
conviction of
motfler crime.

Not specified

FUTURE
CIVIL

LXTIGATION

Pemits

Not specified

ADDITIONAL
AWARI}S

In addition to
the statutory

awerd provided
the court shall
order that the

petitioner
teceive eighty

thousmd dollars
totel in

compensation
for the loss of

life
oppomnities
resulting ftom
the time spent

incatcerated md
to covef

*penses telating
to job skills

training,
education,

housing md my
othet services
the wtongfi:lly

convicted
pefson mey

need.

Not specified

AWARD

*$25,000/yeat,

Cap: $250,000

Those seeking
compensation

zf.erJ.uJy 7,2022,

$40,000/yeat,
Cap: $400,000.

To be paid out as

$40,000 mually.

AftexJuIy 7,2022,
a claim2nt may
choose to get a
lump sum of

$250,000 in lieu of
teceiving $40,000

pef y€ar;

Cap: $300,000;

No punitive or
*emplary
damages.

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FILING

2yezts.

rfhose that
received

compensation
beforeJuly 1,

2O22,may
before July 1,

2023,ryply
fot

supplemental
compmsation;

If they do not
appiy before

ldy 7,2023,
the

supplemental
ciaim is
bmed.

2yerc

wHo
DECIDES

Disttict court
where

convicted,
compensation

trial is a
bmch ttial.

Superior Court

STAI{DARD OF
PROOF

Clear md Convincing

Clear md convincirg

ELIGIBILITY

Conviction vacated ot
revetsd md claimant'has

proven" factud
Innoceqce.

Pardon for
imocence (with a witten

finding ofinnocence by the
govmor) and a court also

6nds the daimant innocmt.

WHEN
PASSEI)

2005;2007;
2008;2077:
2072:2079:
2020;2027

7993

STATUlE

La R.S. 15:572.8

"Compensation for
ITrongfiri Conviction md

ImptisonmenC'

14 Me Rev Stat Ann
$ 8241, et. seq.

"tWrongful Imptisonment''

STATE

I-A

ME
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

A claimmt shall not
be entided to

compensation for
my portion of a

sentence in prison
dudngwhich

claimmt was also
sering a conmrent

sentence fof the
conviction of
mother ctime;

Claimmt must not
have comitted ot
subomed perjury,

fabricated evidence,

ot by the daimmt's
own conduct caused

or brought about &e
conviction.

FUTURE
crvll.

LITIGATION

mothet claim
or setdement

dre mount will
be deducted or
rq>aid to t}le

statutory award.

for a puiod of at
Mx. 5 yers;

Education md
ttaining relevant
to life skills, job
and vocational

uaining, or
financial litemcy
fot a pedod of
time until the

claimmt elects to
no longer receive

the education
and training;

Health cre and
dental cre for at

least 5 yers;

Access to
entollnent at

and paymmt of
tuition md fees
fot attmding a

public senior
highet education

institution, a
regional higher

education centet,
or the Baltimore
City Commity

College for a
period of

effollrnent not
exceeding 5

yeds.

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

AWARD

mout
to the ptoduct of
th€ totel f,umber

of days that
claimmt vas
wtongfirlly

confined aftet the
ffoneous
convictiorq

multiplied by a
daily rate of the

State's most recent
mual median

household income
as published in the

Americm
Commity

Survey of the U.S.
Census Buteau in
the yeu the otder
of md divided by

365 days to the
neatest whole cent;

Reasonable
attomeys' fees;

Reimbusement
for cout fines,

fees, and
restitution paid.

TIME
IIMITS

FOR
FILING

2years;

A cleimmt
convicted,

confined, md
teleased ftom
confiemmt
befoteJuly 1,

2021, who has
not previously

received
compensation

under this
sectiorq may

petition for an

ords mdet
subsection @)
ofthis section
not latet thm
Jwe30,2023;

A claimant
who was
awatded

compmsation
mder this

section on or
beforeJuly 1,

2005, may
r€quest en

ordet for
suppiemental
compensation
in the amount
authorized by
this sectioa on
or befoteJuly

12,2023.

wHo
DECIDES

Administrative
IawJudge

(the decision may
be appealed by

eithet party)

STANDARDOF
PROOF

Cler md Convincing

ELIGIBILITY

individual's conviction has

been shown conclusively to
be in erto4

Conviction vacated or
rwetsed, and chrges

dismissed, ot tetrial ended

in acquittal.

WHEN
PASSED

2077;2027

STATUTE

Md State Fin & Proc $ 10-

501

"Paiment to Individuds
Convicted, Sentenced, and

Confinedin Ertol'

STATE

MD
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimmtcmot
have pled

unless such

g"itry,
plea was

with&awn, vacated
or nullified by

operation of law;

Claimmt must have
been incrcerated

solely on the basis of
the conviction for
the offense that is

the subject of the
claim;

Claimant did not
comit the cdmes or
ctime cha:ged in the

indicunent or
complaint or my

otha felony rising
out of ot reasonably

comected to the
facts suppotting the

indictrnent or
complaint, or my

lesset included
felony;

A Claimmt shall not
be entided to

compensation for
any portion of a

sentence in Prison
dudngwhich

claimmt was also

serving a concffient
sentence for the
conviction of
mother crime.

A Claimant shall not
be entided to

compensation for
my portion of a

sentence in prison
dutingwhich

daimmt was also

sering a concunent
smtmce fot the

conviction of
mothet crime.

FUTURE
CTVIL

LTTIGIIITON

Pemits

Bms state
claims;

Petmits fedetd
claims-

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

Court may otder
sewices - to
provide the

claimmt with
serices that re
teasomble md

necessary to
ad&ess any

deficiencies in
&e claimant's
physical md
emotional

condition and
waive tuition

and fees for the
daimant for any

educational
seryices from a

state of
community

coliege in the
comonweakh
including but
not linited to,

the University of
Massachusetts at
Amhetst and its

satellite
campuses;

After a sepatate

headng
automatic

expungement
md sealing of

the recotd.

Records
expmged

A\TARD

Fact filder decides
award;

Cap: $1,000,000;

Reasonable
attomeys'fees;

No punitive ot
exemplary
damages.

$50,000/yeat;

Reimbursement of
mymomt

collected by the
stete;

Reasonable

attomeys'fees
(actually paid).

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FILING

yeafs

the cor:ntywhae
the claimant was

convicted or in
Suffolk Comty

3 yersNot specified

VIIO
DBCIDES

STANDARDOF
PROOF

Cleat and convincing

Cleat and convincing

EI;TGIBIIJTY

Patdon with an express
writing of the govemot's

beliefin innocence;

Conviction vacated ot
rwetsed, md chatges
dismissed on gtomds

consistent with innocence
or retrial ended in acquittal.

Conviction vacated ot
revetsed and chatges

dismissed, ot tetdal ended

in acquital;

New evidence ptoves
iffiocence that results h a

pardon ot acquittd at
retrial.

WHEN
PASSED

2004;2078

2076;2077;
2020

STATUTE

Ann L. MA. Gm'l Laws,
Chapter 258D $ 1-9

"Compensation fot
Certain Eroneous Felony

Convictions"

MCLS $ 691.1751, et seq.

"tWtongfi rl Imptisonment
Compensation Act"

STATE

MA

MI
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimmt did not
commit ot induce
motha person to
commit perjury ot

fabficate evidence to
cause or bring about

the conviction;

A Claimmt shall not
be entided to

compensation for
any portion of a

sentence in pdson
duingwhich

claimmt was also

sering a concurrent
sentmce for the

conviction of
another crime;

Claimant cannot
have pled guilty.

Claimmt did not
comit or subom

periury, or fabricate
evidence to bdng
about daimmts

conviction.

FUTURE
CIVIL

LITIGATION

If daimant wins
mother daim
or setdement

the mount will
be deducted ot
tepaid to the

statutory awatd.

Claims are
baned against

the State of
Mississippi ot a

political
subdivision

thereof wder
the Mississippi
Tot Claims

Act.

ADDITIONAL
AWANDS

Awatd may aiso
indude

reimbwsment
for:

Medical md
dentd *penses;

Tuition and fees

associate with
education at

public fou-yer
college;

Costs of
immediate

sewices upon
exonention md

release.

Not specified

AWAru)

Min. $50,000/yeat
Mu.

$100,000/yea4

Additional
Min. $25,000/yer
Mu. $50,000/year
sered on patole,
ptobation" or as a

registered sex
offendet;

Resomble
attomeys'fees;

May include:
paid or mpaid
cbild suppott

palments;

Economic
damages,

associated with
the cleimmt's

criminal defense;

Non-economic
dmages.

$50,000/year,
Cap: $500,000;

Reasonable

attomeys' fees.
(reasonable is:

10% of awatd if
mcoatested;

20oklfingated;
25o/o lf rppealed1'

Plus costs)

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FII-ING

To district
coure within 2
yeais, but no
less thm 60

days after the
petitioner is

sonetated.

To court of
claims:60
days from
when the

disttict court
issues m

otder. Or 3
yers if notice

of gmt of
otdet was not

gr*.

3 yers

wHo
DECIDES

District court
whae orighal

conviction
occmed. @Iay

be appealed)

A compmsation
pmel appointed

by the Chief

Justice of the MN
supreme couft.

Citcuit court in
the coutyin

which the
claimant rras

convicted.

STANDARD OF
PROOF

Unless otherwise ordered
by &e courg the butden of
ptoof of the facts alleged

in the petition shall be

upon the petitioner to
establish the facts by a fair

prcpondemce of the
evidence. (S 590.04)

Prcpondetmce

E,IJGIBIIJTY

Conviction vacated ot
twetsed, on gtomds

consistent with imocence
and chrges dismissed;

of at nff trial had chatges

dismissed or was acquitted;

or the time for appeal of the
order resulting in

sonetation has expired ot
the ordet has been affimed

md is fina].

Patdon based on the
imocence;

Conviction vacated ot
twetsed, md charges

dismissed, ot rettiai ended
in acquittal.

VHEN
PASSED

2074;2079

2009

STATUTE

M.S.A. S s90.11 &
$ 6i 1.362, et seq.

"Claim for Compensation
Based on Exoneratiort''

MS ST S 11-44-1, et seq.

"Compensation to
Victims of Wrongfirl

Conviction md
ImpdsomenC'

STATE

MN

MS
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A claimant shallaot
be elrtided to

coapcnsatioo for
arypoitiooof e

.sentcnce in ptison
dudngvhich

clqinants'gg 1t39
sefvinS a co0cuff€ot

smtmee fotthe
cowictior of
aother ctime.

BaraedExpung€h€rft$100/day1 ycatSgntenci4g courtDNA e?id€eceutust
demolstete innocence.

Clairngnt tnust be
detetmined to be'acnully

byDNn,
evldmce

innocead

2ffi6:Xi76;
?.0:19l'2f,21

g 650.058 RS"I{o.

'lndividuals nho are
acturlly iqnocetrt n3y

reeeiw.restitntion,
amquoE petiti.on,

de6nitioo,. limitations and
tequitements -guihconfiffieilbyDNA
teltin$ prccedutes 

-petitions for testitution -6rd€t ofexbunseneaf

MO
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PROVISIONS

Claimmtdid not aid
abet, ot ect as m

accomplice or
accessofy to e ptrson
who comitted the

acts that wete the
basis of the

conviction, md did
not commit a lesser

offense necessatily

included in the cdme
fot which the
daifira.nt was

convicted;

Claimmt did not
comit perjury,

fabdcate evidence, ot
by the claimmt's

om conduct cause

or bring about the
conviction. (A
confession ot

admission that is

latet fomd to be

false or a guilty
plea that is

withdram does not
constitute

comitting pe{ury,
fabricating widence,

or causing or
btinging ebout
the conviction)

FUTURE
CIVIL

LTTIGATION

(Any awatd
alredy given

must be
teimbused)

ADDITIONAL
A\TARDS

Expmgement;

Destruction of
my associated

biological
smples ftom
&e daimanq

2 years of tuition
assistmce at my
uit ot campus

of the Montana
mivenity

system, vhich
must be used

duting the first 5

yeats after
teceiving a

damages awrd;

1 yetr of state-

funded medical
insutance;

The depaf,tment
of conections
shall ptovide a

housing vouchet
to the

claimant while
m action is

pending.

Additionai
925,000/yeat on

patole ot
ptobation or
required to

tegister as a sex or
violent offender

(whichevet is

greater);

Resomble
attomeys'fees
Mu. $25,000.

A claimmt
convicted,

imprisoned,
md teleased
ftom custody
befoteJuly 1,

2O27,who
intends to
bdng m

action shall
co':lm€nce

the action no
later thmJuly

1,2024.

* (a) (a) A
claimmt who

meets dre
aiteria in

subsection (1)

md intends to
bring m

action mdet
[sections 1

tlrough 8l

must teceive a
uansition
zssistance
grant of

$5,000 ftom
the

depaftrnent of
cortections

within 30 dap
of the

daimmt's
release ftom

impdsoment.

3 yezts;

LIMTTS
FOR

FILING

which the
conviction
occmed

@fuyappeal to
theI\[I supteme

coun)

A claim filed
mder this part

must be tried by a

iury unless a jury
trial is waived

upofl agteement
of the parties.

court

wHo
DECIDES

OF
PROOF

Prepondetance

Conviction vacated or
reversed, md chrges

dismissed, ot tetrial ended

in acquittal.

on
mnocmce;

ELIGIBILTTY

2003;2027
(effective

mtiiJuly 1,

2023)

WHEN
PASSED

101, et seq. & S 53-1-214

"An Act Providing
Compensation fot People
who have been Wrongly

Convicted ofFelony
Crimes md Exonerated..."

Ann. $ 46-32-

STAIE
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

That claimart did
not commit ot
subom perjury,

fabricate evidence, or
otherwise make a

fals€ statement to
cause ot bring about
such conviction or
the conviction of

mot}la, with respect
to the cdme or
crimes udet

subdivision (1) of
this section, except
that a guilty plea, a

confession, or m
admission, coetced
by law enforcement
md Later fomd to be

false, does not
constitute btinging

about claimant's mm
conviction of such

cime or crimes;

A claimmt shall not
be entitled to

compensation fot
my portion of a

sentence in prison
duting which

claimmt was also

serving a concuent
sentence fot the

conviction of
anoths crime.

FUTURE
crvll.

LITIGATION

state

daims

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

Ifthe coutt finds
*rat my

property of the
claimant was
subjected to a

lien to tecovet
costs of defense

swices
rendered by the
state to defend
the claimmt in
comection wit}l
the aiminal case

that resulted in
claimmt's
wrongfrrl

conviction, the
court shall

extinguish the
lien;

Nothing
contained in the
Nebnska Claims

for Vrongfirl
Conviction md
Imprisoment

Act shall
pteclude the

state ftom
providing

sercices to the
claimmt upon

exonemtion, md
the reasonable

value of sergices
provided shali

be ffeated as m
advmce against

any awatd or
judgment mder

the act.

AVARDTIME
LIIVIITS

FOR
TIIJNG

Not

wI{o
DECIDES

Civil court
mder *re state

ton claims act)

STA}IDARD OF
PROOF

Clear md
convincing

(Actud
dmages re
assessed and

must be proven
by"

prepondermce.)

ELIGIBILITY

Board ofPrdons has

patdoned the daimmt;

A cout has vacated the
conviction of the claimalt;

Conviction was rwetsed
md remmded for a nw
trial md no subsequent

conviction was obtained.

WHEN
PASSED

2009

STATUTE

, et seq.

"Nebtaska Claims for
r0frongfirl Conuction md

Impdsonment AcC'

STAIE
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accessory of
accomplice to the
acts that were the

basis of the
conviction;

Did not aid, abet or
act as m accomplice

or accessory to e
petson who

comitted t]le acts

that wete the basis of
the conviction;

The claimmt did not
commit perjury ot

fabdcate evidence at
the cdm.inai

ptoceeding that
btought claimant's
felony conviction

and the claimant did
not by cleimaot's

om conduct cause

or bring about
daimmt's felony

conviction;

A court shall not
awrd, md a claimmt

she-ll not teceive
compmsation for

any pedod of
imprisoment during
which claimant was

concwendy serving
e sentence fof a

conviction of
mothet offense fot
which the claimmt

was lawfi:lly
convicted md
imprisoned.

ves not an

PROVISIONS

is offset by my
civil awrd.

Statutory

CffIL
LITIGATION

The court may
appoint an

attorney to eid a

claimmtin m
action brought
pusumt to this

section;

Records are

sealed;

Tuition, books
and fees fot the

claimant to
eroll in my

coutse of
acadmic

pfogfiln et m
institution

operated by the
Nevada System

of Higher
Education;

Health
insuance;

Progrms fot
reefltry into *le

commity;

Comseling
services;

Housing
assistance in m
moutnot
greatet than

915,000/year;

Ptogrms for
assistmce for

financid literacy

AWARDS

Yeats
Incarcetated;

1-10 years:

$50,000/year

$75,000/yer.

2l yezrs ot
more,

$ 1 00,000/year

Additional
Not less than

$25,000/year on
parole

of
flot less than
$25,000/yex

when tequired
to register as a

sex offender.

M"y
award attorneys'

fees, not to
exceed $25,000.

71-20

A\TARD

2years

TIIVIE
LIMITS

FOR
TIIING

"The courC'

DECIDES

Not

STANDARDOF
PROOF

rwersed, md the chatgiag
document was dismissed, ot

retrial ended in acquittal;

Pudon by the State Bord
of Prdons Comissioners

on the gromds of
imocence.

vecated ot

\PI{EN
PASSED

207

$ 41.900, et seq.

"Action for Wrongfi:l
Conviction"

Rev. Stat. Ann.
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Not specified

Claimmt did not,
comit or suborn
pefury, fabricate

widence, by
claimmt's own

cof,duct cause ot
bdng about
claimmt's

conviction, ot plead
guiltP Q'{either a

confession or
admission later

found to be false
constitutes

committing or
suboming pe{ury,

fabdcating evidence,

or causing ot
bdnging about

claimmt's conviction
mds this

subsection; And
claimar:t did not

plead guilty to the
ctime forwhich

daimmt was
convicted)

A coutt shall not
awcd md a claimmt

shall not receive

compensation fot
my pedod of

impdsonment during
which the claimmt
was concurrendy
servilg a sentmce
for a conviction of
anodret offense fot
which claimant was
lawfi:lly convicted
md imprisoned.

TUTURE
CrvIL

LITIGATION

Pemitted but
not against

"agency subject
to the cleim"

Any award of
dmages to

daimmtinm
action against

the State or my
poLitical

subdivision
theteof or
against my

employee of
the State or my

political
subdivision
thereof with

respect to the
same subiect

matter shall be

offset by my
awrd

of danages
awarded mdet

this act.

ADDITIONAL
AVARDS

Not specified

Non-monetary
relief.

(As sought in
the complaint)

A\TARD

Cap: $20,000;

Boatd may award
attomeys' fees.

Twice the mor:nt
of claimaqt's

income in the yem
priot to

incarcetation
or

$50,000/yea
(whichwer is

greeted;

Reasonable

attomeys'fees;

Costs related to
the litigation.

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FILING

3 years

yetrs

\rHo
DBCIDES

Boatd of Claims

Superiot

STANDARDOF
PROOF

Boatd must find by
majority vote that daim is

"justGed."

Clear and convincing

EI.JGIBILITY

"Foudimocmt"

Patdon;

Released on gromds of
imocence-

WHEN
PASSED

7977;2007

7

STATUTE

NH Stat $ 547-8:74,et
seq.

"Limitation on Action
and Claims"

NJ Stat Ann $$ 1to
4C-7

"Firdings, Declrations
Relative to Persons

Mstakenly Imprisoned"

STATE

NH

NJ
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimmt did not by
claimmt's om

conduct cause ot
bting about the

conviction.

Claimmt is not
entided to

compensation fot
my portion of a
pdson sentence
duringwhich the
daimant vas also

serv"ing a concurtmt
sentence for

conviction of a crime
other thm the one

for which the prdon
of innocence was

gmted.

FUTURE
ctvll-

LTTIGATION

Not specified

Not specified

ADDITIONAL
A\TARDS

Not specified

May also 
I

include:

Job skills tnining

Tuition
reimbutsmmt

at my NC
commity
college or

constitution
institution of the

University of
NC. (Claimmts
are also entided
to assistmce in

meeting my
admissions
standards,

including
satisSing

requirements for
completion of

secondary
education.)

AWARD

'Dmages in
such sm of
money as the

court detemines
will faidy and

rcasonably
compensate

[claimmt]."

(induding time
awaiting trial),
Cap: $750,000.

TIME
IJMITS

FOR
FILING

2yezrs

5 years

wHo
DECIDES

Court of Claims

3 judge
pmel/industdal
comittee hers

the claim.

STAAIDARD OF
PROOF

Cler md convincing

Not specified

EIJGIBILITY

Pardon on gromds of
imocence;

Conviction reversed and
charges dismissed on

gromds consistent wi&
innocence ot retdal ended

in acquittd.

Prdon fot
imocence;

Chrges dismissed on
gromds of actual

imocence.

WTIEN
PASSED

7984;2007

7947;1997;
2070i2012

STATUTE

NONE

NY Ct. of Claims Act
s 8-b

"Claims fot Unjust
Conviction md
ImprisonmenC'

NC Gm Stat $$ 748-82to
148-84

"Compensation to Persons

Erroneously Convicted of
Felonies"

NONE

STATE

NM

NY

NC

ND
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CONTruBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimant must not
have pled guilty;

If claimmt was

sering at the time of
the wrongfrrl
imprisoment

concuf,tefit sentffices
on otha convictions

that were not
vacated, dismissed,

ot twetsed on
appeal, claimmt is

not eligible for
compensation as

described in this
section for my
portion of that

wrongfi:l
imprisonment that
occurred during a

conMmt s€ntence

of that nature.

Claimmt must flot
have pled guilty;

A claimmt shdl not
be entided to

compensation fot
any part ofa

sentence in pdson
duingwhich the
claimant vas also

serving a concurrent
sentence for a cfime
not covered by this

subsection.

FUTURE
CTNL

LITIGATION

If claimmt wins
anothet daim
or setdement

the momtwill
be deducted or
tepaid to the

statutory awatd.

Not specified

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

Not specified

Not specified

AWARD

$40,330/yett (or
momt

determined by
sate auditot);

Lostw€es;

Costs;

Reasonable
attorneys'fees.

Cap: $175,000;

No pmitive
dmages.

TIME
LIMI'TS

FOR
FILING

2yeats

No time limit

wHo
DECIDES

Court of
Comon Pleas in
the comtywhere

the mdedying
criminal action

was initiated fot
liability (sepatate

from action of
finding guilt);

Cout of Claims
for dmages

State district
coutt

STAI\IDARD OF
PROOF

Prepondetance
(Valfun r Statc,547

N.E.2d 962)

The ruling of the Court of
Common Pleas is binding
on the coutt of common

claims.

Cler md convincing

ELIGIBIIITY

Conviction vacated,

dismissed, ot rcvetsed md
it is not appeaied, or

claimant rechrged within
the time allotted;

Yiolatton of BraQy resulting
in a ruling that Claimmt did

not commit the crime, or
no crime was committed.

Prdoned on basis of actual

imocence witl wtittm
statment by th€ govemo4

Conviction vacated md
charges dismissed on the
basis of actual innocence.

WHEN
PASSED

7986;7989;
1994;2003;
2070;2072;
2,073i 2018

7978;2003;
2{t27

STATUTE

Ohio Rev Code Am
s 2305.02& 52743.48

"Determination of
Wrongfirl Imptisonmmt

Claim"

"Civil Action Against
State for lftongful

Imprisonmend'

sl okl. St. $ 1s4@)

"Govemental Tott
Claims Act"

STATE

OH

OK
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimmt was not m
accessory of

accomplice to the
acts thet vere the

basis of the
conviction;

Claimmt did not
commit petjury,

fabdcate evidence, ot
by the claimmCs

own conduct cause

or bing about the
conviction. (A
confession or

admission that is
later fomd to be

false or a guilty
plea drat is

with&am does not
constitute

comitting pe{ury,
fabdcating widence,

or causing or
bdnging about
the conviction.)

A claimant shdl not
be entided to

compensation for
nypznof a

sentence in prison
duting which the
claimant was also

serving a concutrent
smtmce fot a crime
not coveted by this

subsection.

FUTURE
crvll-

LITIGATION

anothet claim
or setdement

the momtwill
be deducted or
repaid to the

statutoty awrd.

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

May award to
the petitionet

access to
existing stete,
Iocal, other
Pfogfams of

feentfy
programs that

ptovide
seroices,

including, but
not limited to,

counseling,
housing

assistance,
eligibility fot

medical
assistance as

defined in
oRS 414.025,

educational
assistance, job
ttaining, legal

seruices to
regain custody

of children,
assistance vith

food and
transportation
and personal

financial
literacy

assistance, as

appropriate;

Petitioner
may fequest a

cettificate of
innocence.

AWARD

$65,000/yer;

Additional
$25,000/yer on

prole or
probation ot
required to

registet as a sex ot
violent offender

(whichwer is
greatet);

(Award incease
for COL will be

assessed annually)

Reasonable
attomeys' fees;

Reimbusemmt
for cout fines,

fees, md
restitution paid.

No punitive
dmages.

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FILING

Notice of
petition:180

days after
efuibiliry

Then: 2 yeats.

wHo
DECIDES

The Cirmit Court
fot Madon

County or in the
circuit cout for
the county of
conviction.

STAI{DARD OF
PROOF

ELIGIBIIITY

Conviction vacated or
reversed md the charges

dismissed, ot rctrial ended
in not guilty vetdict.

(Rwersal because of a

nomrnanimous jury does
not qudify fot
compmsation)

WFIEN
PASSED

2022

STATUTE

202258 7584
(Codification Pending)

'Justice fot Exonerees
Act'

NONE

STATE

OR

PA
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimmt did not
comit my of the

crimes charged in the
accusatofy
instrument;

Claimant did not
commit or subom

pe{ury, or fabdcate
widence to cause ot

bting about
claimant s own

conviction
(Confession md plea
tre not disquali4'ing

actions);

Claimmt shall not be

entided to
compensation for

any pat of a

smtence in prison
duringwhich

claimant was also

sening a concurrent
sentence for a crime
not covered by this

subsection.

TUTURE
crvll,

LITIGATTON

Pemitted;

1983 awerds

will be
deducted or

reimbutsed to
the statutory

awrd-

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

Fligibl€ fof
probation and
prole services.

AWARD

$50,000/yer;

Reasonable
attomeys' fees;

Cbild support
pa;mmts owed to

the state.

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FILING

3 years;

Oaims fot
convictions

reversed
beforeJme

20,2021,h2ve
3 yeats ftom
that date to
file fme 19,

2024).

wHo
DECIDES

Presiding justice
of the supedor

cotrt.

STAhIDARD OF
PROOT

Prepondermce

ELIGIBILITY

Pardoned;

Conviction vacated,
rwersed, or dismissed (but

not on the grounds of
ineffective assistance of

comsel).

WHEN
PASSED

2021

STATUTE

R.L Gen. Laws $ 12-33-1
et seq.

"Clarms for Vrongfi:l
Conviction md
Imprisonment"

NONE

NONE

STATE

RI

sc

SD
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CONTruBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Not specified

Claimant is not
entided to

conpensation for
ztry pxtof^

senteflce in prison
duingwhich

claimmt was also

sering a concmmt
sentence for anothet

crime.

Barred

(See Sta* a.

OaklE,227
S.W.3d 58 (Iex.

2007
[dri$ing tlat
claimmt may

9151 lring 1983

claim md then
file claim mdet
statute, but not

vice vetse] )

FTJTURE
CTVIL

IJTIGATION

Not specified

State tetains the
right of

subrogation as

ptovided by law
for my amornt

awrded
puslwtto this

subdivision
(a)fl) against
my daimmt
who willfirlly

and
intentionally

committed m
act ot engaged

in conduct &at
direcdy resulted

in ot
contributed to
the wrongfirl

conviction md
imprisoment
of the claimmt.

ADDITIONAL
AWARDS

Expmgement

Tuition up to
120 credit hows,
including tuition

and my
mandatory fees

associated with
atterdmce at the

institution;

Eligibility to
obtain group
health bene6t

coveage tlrough
theTX

Deprtment of
CriminalJustice
as if the claimmt

wefe m
employee of the

Departrnent
(cost will be

deducted ftom
statutory awtd).

AWARI)

Cap: $1,000,000

(Board decides

compensation
based on any

factors the Bord
considets televmt
including butnot

limited to, tlle
claimmt's physical

md mental
suffering md loss

of eamings.)

$80,000/year;

Additiond
$25,000/yex of

patole ot
registeted as a sex

offmder;

Compensation for
child suppott

payments oved
while the claimmt

was wtongfi:lly
incrcerated;

Reintegration
financial

assistmce,
Cap; $10,000;

Reasonable
Attomeys'fees;

TIME
IJMITS

FOR
FILING

7 yex

3 yeats

wHo
DECIDES

Bord of Claims

Judiciary Section
(purely ministedal

function).

(If denied
claimant may

bring a
mmdmus

action)

STA\IDARD OF
PROOF

Not specified

Not specified

TTTGIBILITY

Granted exonetation
puisrmt to S 40-27-109

(exoneration by govemot)

Full prdon on the basis of
imocence;

Grmted writ of habeas

corpus based on a coutt
finding of actual imoceng

District couft efltered m
ordet

dismissing dre charge; and

dismissal order was based

on motion to dismiss in
vhich t}le state's attomey

states
that no cedible evidence
exists that inculpates the

deferdant m{ either in the
motion ot in an affidavit,
the state's attomey states

that the sate's attomey
believes that the defendmt

is actually
imocenL

WHEI\I
PASSED

1984:
2004;
2070;
2012;
20t3

1985;2001;
2009;
20t1

STATUTE

Tenn.

S 9-8-108, subd. (A)fl)

"Establishment and
Operation of Board"

( $ 40-27-109 for the
exonemtion statute)

Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem.

Code, Title 5, ch. 103, et
seq.

"Compensation to Persons

Wrongfr:lly Imprisoned"

STATE

TN
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Palments may be
suspended if

claimmt is convicted
of a subsequent

felonl4

Payments shall be
teduced to the extent

that the period of
incarceration for

which the claimmt
seeks payment vas

attributable to a
seprate md lawfirl

conviction.

Claimant did not
suborn petjury ot
fabricate evidence
duing my of the

proceedings related
to the ctime with

which claimmt was
chaged;

Claimmt shall be

mtided to
compensation mdet
this subchaptet only

fot the yers in
which claimmt

would not otherwise
have been

incarcerated fot
another smtmce.

FUTURE
ctvll.

LITIGATION

Not specified

Not specified

ADDITIONAL
A\TARDS

Expmgemmq

Access to all
State progrms

as if the
conviction nwer

ocmed.

entided
to up to 10 years

of eligibility for
Vemont State

Health Plm;

Compmsation
for my

reasonable
reintegrative
serices md
mentd md

physicel hedth
cate costs

incmed by the
claimant for the

time period
between his or

het telease from
mistaken

incarcention
md the date of

the awtd.

AVARD

For up to 15 years

for years

wongfirlly
incarcerated,

petitionet may
receive the

monetary value of
average annual
nonagricultuml

payroll in Utah at
time of release
ftom prison.

tder of fact:
Min.

$30,000/yer,
Mx.

$60,000/yeat;

Awrds may
indude:

Inst wages;

Costs;

Attomeys'fees.

TIME
IJMITS

FOR
FILING

Petitioner
must 61e for

Post-
conviction
relief (e.g.

dedatation of
imocence)

wf 'tn 1 year of
final

judgment, or
date on which

petitionet
should have

known ofnw
facts upofl

which petition
is based - no
separate limit

for filing
claim fot

compensation.
3 yetts;

Unless
claimant was

not provided
with notice of

the right to
bring m
action, in

which case

claimmt shall
be gnnted an

additional year

inwhich to
file.

wHo
DECIDES

Disttict court
where conviction

was rendered.

Comty Supreme
Court

STANDARDOF
PROOF

Clear md convincing

Cleat

EIlGIBILITY

District
factual innocence based on
nwly discovered evidence.

(enmerated under Utah
78-35r-402)

Patdoned;

Conviction vacated or
twetsed md the chrges

dismissed, or reuial mded
in acquittal.

WI{EN
PASSED

2008;
2.477;

2072;
2027

2007l,
2015

STATUTE

UT Code Ann78B-9-401
et seq.

"Postconviction
Determination of Factual

Imocence"

13 V.S.A Ch. 182, Subch.
2, S 5s72-5578

"Compensation for
Wrcngful Conviction"

STA]3

UT
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimmt may not
have pled guiity -

unless claimant was

chrged with a

capital offense or
convicted of a Class

1 felony, a Class 2

felony, ot my felony
for which the

muimm penalty is
imprisonnent for

life;

If claimmt is

subsequendy
convicted ofa

felony all futute

Paymslts afe

forfeited;

If the claimaqtis
subsequendy
incrcetated,

claimmt forfeits the
palments owed

dudng the
incarceration.

FUTURE
CTVIL

LTTIGATION

Ba.tred

ADDITIONAL
A\TARDS

up to $10,000
for tuition fot

career and
technical

rainingin the
VACom.

College system;

Ttmsition
assistmce grmt
worth $15,000,
which would be
deducted from

my award
received

pwsumt to the
stztute,

AWAND

90% ofthe VA
pet capita
petsonal

income/year of
incarcetation

TIME
LIMITS

FOR
FILING

Not

vHo
DECIDES

Geneml
Assembly

STANDARDOF
PROOF

Not

EI,.IGIBILITY

Absolute

Conviction vacated by
DNA

$19.3-327.3)i

Conviction overnrmed bY

the supreme court os aWfit
of actual innocence

(ss re.2-327.2 & 79.2-
327.s).

WI{EN
PASSED

2010;
2012;2074;

n21

STATUIE

Va. Code Ann. $ 8.01-

195.10, et seq.

"Compensation for
Wrongful Incatceration
for a Felony Conviction"

Governed by Vermont
constitution Art. fV, $ 14

STATE
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PROVISIONS

mav not be

cufrmdy
incarcerated fot any

offense (while
making claim);

A guilty plea to a
crime the claimmt

did not commit, or a

confession tirat is

latet detetmined by a
court to be fais€,

does not
automatically

constitute pe{ury or
fabricated widence

mder this
subsection;

Ciaimmt will not
teceive

compensation fot
the pedod of time
that claimmt was

serving a tem of
imptisonment ot a

concutfent sentence
for my crime othet
than the felony ot
felonies that were
the basis fot the

claim.

Not specifiedNot specified

FUTURE
crvll,

IJTIGATION

If claimmt
wins another

daim ot
setdemmt the
amomt vill be

deducted or
repaid to the

stztutory
avrd.

ADDITIONAL
A\TARDS

Expungement;

Recotd of
conviction

sealed;

Upon tequest of
the daimang the
cowt must fefet
the claimmt to
the departrnent
of conections ot
the departrnent
of social md

health serices
fot access to

reentry services.

Not specified

AWARD

(including time
spent waiting for

d^t)t

Additional
$50,000/yeat
on death row;

Additional
$25,000/yer on

parole,
commity

custody of on e

sex offmdet
teglstry;

Child suppott
owed;

Attomeys'fees up
to $75,000;

AII court costs
and fees, prc-
tlrough post-

trial;

May not indude
punitive dmages.

Fair md
reasomble

damages based on
daimant's ptoof.

TIME
LIIVTITS

FOR
FILING

yeafs

2 yeats

VTIO
DECIDES

Supedor
(any party may

appeal; stendrd
of reviw is de

novo)

Court of Claims

STANDARDOF
PROOF

Clear and convincing

Cleat and convincing

ELIGIBITJTY

Pardoned on gromds
consistent with innocence;

Conviction vacated or
rwetsed, md charges

dismissed, or tettial mded in
acquittal.

Pardon fot imocmce;

Conviction vacated or
tevetsed" and charges

dismissed, or tetrial ended in
acquittal.

WHEN
PASSED

2073

7987;2014:
2020

STATUTE

et
seq.

'\frcngly Convicted
Petsons"

W. Va Code $ 14-2-
1 3(a)

"Claims for Unjust
Anest and

Imprisonment or
Conviction and
Imorisonment."

STATE

WA

wv
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CONTRIBUTORY
PROVISIONS

Claimmt did not
conftibute to of

bdng about
conviction.

Claimmt did not
commit acts chxged

and did not by
misconduct ot
neglect cause

prosecution.

FUIURE
cwlL

LITTGATION

Not specified

Not specified

N)DITIONAL
AWARDS

Not specified

Not specified

AWARD

'The claims bord
shall find the

momtwhichwill
equitably

compmsate the
petitionel'

Mu.
$5,000/yea:,

Cap: $25,000;

The Board may
awad attomeys'
fees, costs, and
disbusements;

If the Board finds
awtrd inad€quate
it may petition &e

legislatwe fot a
soecific momt.

Ms.
$50,000/yea:,

Ot
$i00,000/yeat
on death tow.

TIME
IIMITS

FOR
TILING

Not specified

Not specified

wHo
DECIDES

Claims Bord

U.S. Court of
Federal Claims

STA\TDARD OF
PROOT

Cleat and convincing

Proof of the requisite facts

shall be by a certificate of
the court ot pardon

vhefein such facts are

alleged to apper, and
other *idence theteof
shall not be received.

ELIGIBILITY

"Innocent of the cdme fot
which [claimmt] suffeted

imprisonmenr"

Prdon on gromds of
innocmce;

Conviction reversed ot set

aside on gromds that
claimant is not guilty ot

retrial or hearing ended in
acquittal.

\THEN
PASSED

7979;7987

1948;7954;
7982;1992:

2004

STATUTE

Wis Stat $ 775.05

"Compensation for
Innocent Convicts"

NONE

28 USC SS 7495 &2sr3

"Damages for Unjust
Conviction and
Imprisonment''

STATE

WI

WY

US
(Fed)
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Race and \Mrongfui Convictions
in the United States 2oz2

Preface
This Report is about the role of race in the conviction of innocent people. We discuss cases that

are listed in the National Registry of Exonerations, an ongoing online archive that includes all

known exonerations in the United States since 1989, 3,248 as of this writing. The Report

describes racial patterns in the first g,2oo individual exonerations in the Registry, those posted

by August 8, zoiz.Information about individual exonerations we discuss may be found by

r.ur.hittg for the exonerees by name on the Registry website. Other data are readily available on

that site, or by request.

The Registry's first report on race and wrongful convictions, which was made possible by a

generous grant from the Proteus Fund, was releasedin zot7, The current Report covers a great

i"al -or" ground than we did five years ago. It includes many more details, more extensive and

better data throughout, and several parts are entirely new.

The number of exonerations we consider has grown by almost 7o%o since 2C.17,3,2oo compared

to 1,9oo, which makes the patterns we detect more reliable as well as more current. In the

intervening five years *" uiro completed a thorough study of Government Misconduct and

Convicting the InnocenU as a result, our discussion of misconduct by police and prosecutors in
this Report is more detailed and informative.

This is the first Report by the Registry that includes extensive discussion of changes over time.

That required patience. Mutry, probably most, of the important changes are in the investigations

and proiecutions that produce?alse convictions-but we don't begin to learn aboqt them until

the convicted defendaitr 
"r. 

exonerated, on average tr.6 years later. We're now able to describe

and analyze changes that occurred in the twenty-first century. For example, many innocent

Black men used to be convicted of rape after they were misidentified by the white victims, but

DNA pre-trial testing has now reduced that problem to a fraction of what it once was'

Finally, we know far more about false drug crime convictions than we did five years ago. We

have two-and-a-half-times as many exonerations (554 vs. zzt), including 259 drug crime

exonerees, overwhelmingly Black people, who were framed by police. And we have additional

data on thousands of defendants-again, primarily Black people-who were wrongfully

convicted of drug crimes by systematic practices of misconduct by police officers.

Samuel R. Gross
Maurice J. Possley
Ken Otterbourg
Klara Huber Stephens
Jessica Weinstock Paredes
Barbara O'Brien

September 23,2o.22

Race and Wrongful Convictions
Page ii . National Registry of Exonerations ' September 2022



Executive Summary

I. Introduction
. Black people are tg.6%o of the American population but 5g%o of the 3,2oo exonerations

listed in the National Registry of Exonerations. Judging from exonerations, innocent

Black Americans are seven times more likely than white Americans to be falsely

convicted of serious crimes.

r We see this racial disparity, in varying degrees, for all major crime categories except

white collar crime. This report examines racial disparities in the three tlpes of crime

that produce the largest numbers of exonerations: murder, sexual assault, and drug

crimes.

. Forboth murder and sexual assault, there are preliminaryinvestigative issues that
increase the number of innocent Black suspects: for murder, the high homicide rate in
the Black community; for rape, the difficulty of cross-racial eyewitness identification.

Forboth crimes, misconduct, discrimination and racism amplifythese initial racial

discrepancies.

r For drug crimes, the preliminary sorting that increases the number of convictions of
innocent Black suspects is racial profiling. In addition, the Registry lists 17 "Group

Exonerations" includin E2,gT1additional wrongfully convicted defendants, many of
whom were deliberately framed and convicted of fabricated drug crimes in large-scale

police scandals. The overwhelming majority are Black.

II. Murder
. Innocent Black people are about seven-and-a-half times more likely to be convicted of

murder than innocent white people. That applies equally to those who are sentenced

to death and those who are not.

o A major cause of this disparityis the high homicide rate in the Black community, a

tragedy that kills many Black people and sends many others to prison. Like the

famities of those who are killed, innocent defendants who are falsely convicted are

victims who are deeply harmed by murders committed by others.

o In addition, Black people who are convicted of murder are about 8o% more likely to
be innocent than other convicted murderers.

o part of that disparity is tied to the race of the victims. About 13% of murders by Black

people have white victims, but twice as many-26Yo of innocent Black murder

exonerees- were convicted of killing white people.

o The convictions that led to murder exonerations with Black defendants were almost

bo% more likely to include misconduct by police officers than those with white

defendants.
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In addition, on average Black murder exonerees spent three years longer in prison

before release than white murder exonerees'

The number of murder exonerations has been increasing, and many of the recent

exonerees are Black murder defendants who spent decades in prison. Most of these

long-serving Black murder defendants were exonerated by a handful of big-city
prosecutorial conviction integrity units (CIUs). More are likely on the way.

Many of the convictions of Black murder exonerees were influenced by racial

disciimination, from unconscious bias and institutional discrimination to explicit

racism.

Most innocent defendants who are convicted of crimes are not exonerated. Judging

from the rate of false conviction among death sentences, at least several thousand

defendants have been falsely convicted of murder in America in the past 40 years.

Judging from the exonerations that have occurred, more than half of them were Black.

Sexual Assault

Innocent Black people are almost eight times more likelythan white people to be,

falsely convicted of rape. A prisoner serving time for sexual assault is more than three

times more likely to be innocent if he is Black than if he is white.

The major cause of this huge racial disparity is the high danger of misidentification of
Black suspects by white victims of violent crimes.

Assaults on white women by Black men are a small minority of all sexual assaults in
the United States, but nearly half of sexual assaults with eyewitness misidentifications
that led to exoneration.

Eyewitness misidentifications do not completely e>iplain the racial disparity in rape

exonerations. Some of the misidentifications were obtainedby deliberatelytainted
identification procedures, and Black men are also overrepresented in rape

exonerations without misidentifi cations.

A substantial number of the convictions that led to rape exonerations of Black

defendants were marred by implicit biases, racially tainted official misconduct and, in
some cases, explicit racism.

Black sexual assault exonerees received much longer prison sentences than white
sexual assault exonerees, and spent, on average, more than four years longer in prison

before exoneration.

Exonerations of misidentified rape defendants are much less common than they used

to be. There have been only two from rape convictions in the last 12 years. That's

because DNA testing is now routinely used to determine the identity of rapists before

trial. This technologyhas prevented convictions of hundreds or thousands of innocent

rape suspects, mostly Black men who were accused of raping white women.
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IV. Drug Crimes

r Sixty-nine percent of drug crime exonerees are Black and.t6% are white. That means

thaf innocent Black people are 19 times more likely to be convicted of drug crimes

than innocent whites-a much larger disparity than we see for murder and rape-
despite the fact that white and BlackAmericans use illegal drugs at similar rates.

r Because drug crimes are almost never reported to police, the police chgose who to
pursue for drug offenses-and they choose to stop, search and artest Black people

several times more often than whites. That's racial profiling. One of its deplorable

consequences is drug crime convictions of innocent Black defendants.

o Most false drug crime convictions involve comparatively low level charges and

sentences that rarely attract the effort necessary to obtain exonerations. Almost all the

erroneous drug convictions we know about are in a single cluster in Harris County,

Texas (Houston), where a unique practice of testing alleged drugs after defendants

pled guilty led to r57 exoneration s; 6z%o of the exonerees are Black in a county with

zo%Blackresidents.

. These convictions are errors-mostly caused by defective field drug tests-but most

are not innocent errors. Most Black exonerees were stopped and searched-and
subjected to the risk ofthese errors-because oftheir race.

o We also know of dozens of groups of innocent defendants who were deliberately

framed"by police officers who planted drugs on them. Almost all are Blackpeople or

other t""ial or ethnic minorities. So far, we list 259 individual exonerees who were

convicted of these fabricated drug crimes, primarily in three group exonerations;87%

ofthem are Black.

. There are many more such cases in dozens of groups across the country. These

numbers will rise as we are able to add them to our lists.

r It's no mysterywhythese outrageous programs of framing innocent drug defendants

target Blick people. Guilty or innocent, drug law enforcement always focuses

disproportionately on Black people. Of the many costs that the war on drugs inflicts
onihe Black community, the practice of deliberately charging innocent defendants

with fabricated crimes maybe the most shameful.
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Race is central to every aspect of criminal justice in the United States. The conviction of
innocent defendants is no exception. Thousands ofexonerations across dozens ofyears

demonstrate that Black people are far more likely than white people to be convicted of crimes

they did not commit.

As of August 8, 2022, the National Registry of Exonerations listed 3,2oo defendants who were

convicted of crimes in the United States and later exonerated because they were innocent;l 53%

of them were Black, nearly four times their proportion of the population, which is now about

tg.6%.rJudging from exonerations, innocent BlackAmericans are seven times more likelythan
white Americans to be falsely convicted of crimes.

Black people are over-represented to a greater or lesser extent among exonerations for all major

crime categories listed in the Registry except white collar crimes. See Table r.s

Table 1: Exonerations by Race of Defendant and Type of Crime (N=3,200)

Murder (t,toz)

SexualAssault (sso)

Child Sex Abuse (eto)

Robbery (tst)

Other Violent Crimes (e+z)

Drug Crimes 1sv;
White Collar (zz)

Other Non-Violent Crimes (z+g)

32%

33o/o

60%

19Yo

42%

160/o

79%

28o/o

55%

59o/o

28o/o

64Yo

39o/o

69%

10%

52Yo

12o/o

7o/o

10o/o

1SYo

13o/o

14o/o

3Yo

16Yo

10Oo/o

lOOo/o

100%

100%

10oo/o

100%

'l00Yo

100%

2%

1o/o

2Yo

2o/o

60/o

1o/o

$Yo

SYo

1 All National Registry data reported in this paper are as of Aug ust 8, 2022, when the Registry listed 3,200 individual

exonerations. lnformition about any individual exonerations we discuss may be found by searching for the exonerees

bv name on the Reoistrv web site.

2 United States Census Bureau. QuickFacts. 2021.

3 As used in Table 1, on the Registry, and throughout this report, the categories "white" and "Black" do not include

individuals who identify themsel-ves ls Hispanicbr Latino. We do not discuss false convictions and exonerations of

ffispanic or Latino defendants (except in a few places); the same applies to Asian and lndigenous defendants, and to

all other defendants who are gioupe'd together in Table 1 in the column labeled "Other." To study them separately we

would need national c1minal jirstiie statistics on reported crimes, anests, convictions and imprisonment, and the

studies that are avai6b6 use inconsistent standards for tabulating those racial and ethnic categories, suffer from high

rates of missing data, or fail to address the issue entirely.
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Nearly 3,ooo additional defendants who were wrongfully convicted of crimes in rT large-scale

police misconduct scandals were cleared in "Group Enonerations;" the great majority of those
-tlefendants 

were also Black. Judging from the cases we know, a large majority of all innocent

people who are convicted of crimes in the United States are Black.

What explains this stark racial disparity? We examine this question by looking at exonerations

for murder, sexual assault and drug crimes, the three types of crime that produce the largest

numbers of exonerations. What we see-as so often in considering the role of race in America-is

complex and disturbing, familiaryet often ignored.

There is no one explanation for the heavy concentration of Black defendants among those

convicted of crimes they did not commit. The causes we have identified run from inevitable

consequences of patterns in crime and punishment to deliberate acts of racism, with many steps

in between. They differ sharply from one type of crime to another'

A major cause of the high number of Black murder exonerations is the high murder rate in the

Black community-a tragedy that kills many Black people and sends many others to prison.

Exonerated defendants go to prison, but notbecause they desewe to; they, like those who are

killed, are innocent victims of crimes committed by others. But homicide rates alone do not

explain the high number of Black people who were falsely convicted of murder or the length of

time they spent in prison before r"leas". Misconduct and discrimination also played major roles.

Most innocent Black defendants who were exonerated for sexual assault had been convicted of
raping white women (tz8/zoZ).The leading cause of these false convictions was mistaken

"y!*iln.5 
identifications (ror/rz8)-a notoriously error-prone process when white Americans

are asked to identifu Black strangers. As with murder exonerations, however, the leading cause

is far from the onlyone. We see clea. evidence of racial bias, ranging from unconscious bias to

explicit racism. And, as with murder if not more so, Black sexual assault exonerees spent more

time in prison than their white counterparts.

prosecutions for drug offenses are very different from murder and rape cases. A murder or rape

investigation is initiated when a violent crime is reported to the police. Drug transactions and

drug p|ssession have no immediate victims and are almost never reported. Instead, police have

.r.J.li"[y unlimited discretion to choose how and where to enforce drug laws-and against

whom, which opens the door to pervasive discrimination.

We see the effects in two settings. Because of racial profiling, Black people are more likely to be

stopped, searched, arrested and prosecuted in routine drug possession cases; as a result, they

ut" ulro -ore likely to be convicted by factual mistakes. Many false drug convictions, however,

are not mistakes. Blackpeople are also the main targets in a shocking series of scandals in which

police officers systematicallyframed innocent defendants for drug crimes that never occurred.
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About half of those who are parties to homicide in the United States-those taho kiII and

thoseuho arekilled-are Black, seuentimes theratefor theremainder of the

population. One of the predictable consequences of this national calamity is that a

iomparably highproportion of innocent defendants who are conuicted of murder are

also Black.

The high homicide rate in the Black community accounts for most of the 
-

ouerrepresentation of Blackpeople among murder exonerees-but not aII. Black

murd.ir d.efendants ire not only more numerous than whites, they are also more likely

to be innocent, especially if the uictims were uhite. Many of the inuestigations and

prosecutions thaileadto conuicting innocent Blackmurder suspects aremarkedby
r acial dis crimination, including explicit racism.

Blackmurder exonerees are more likely than white murder exonerees to be the uictims

of mis conduct by p olice fficer s, and they sp end mor e time in pris on b efor e

exoneration. Wi ilon't yit know the extent of these dffirences. The number of murder

exonerations has been increasing in recent years, and manA of the exonerations that

are being added arefor murder d.efendants-ouerushelmingly Black-who remained in
prison since they were conuicted z5 to 40 Aears ago, or longer. Most of these recent
-exoneration, 

o|inno"ent Blackmurder defendants who spent decades inprison are the

work of a handful of big-city prosecutorial conuiction integrity units-and more, it
seems, are ontheuaY.

1. Racial patterns in murders and exonerations

Fifty-five percent of all defendants exonerated for murder are Black people (6281t,t67),who

-uk" op iS.6%of the population of the United States.+ For the population at large, that's about

,.rrurr-u.rd-a-half timei the rate for whites, who comprise 59.3% of the populations but only 3z%

of murder exonerations. Much of this racial disparity can be traced to a comparable disparity in

murder convictions. Black people are more than seven times more likely to be imprisoned for

4 United States Census Bureau, QuickFacts, 2021

5 ld.
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murder than white people,6 and more than six times as likely to be killed in a homicide.z Murder

in America is overwhelmingly intra-racial:84o/o of white murder victims and ggoA of Black

murder victims are killed by members of their own race.8

This high murder rate means that Black people are far more likely than white people to be

investifated, arrested and convicted of murder. Mostly, those who are investigated and

convicfid are guilty. But innocent Black people also face a much higher risk of being suspected

of murder, and of being investigated, arrested and sometimes convicted despite their innocence.

Innocent Black murder suspects, especially those who are falsely convicted-like the families of

those who are killed-ur" udditionalvictims of murders committed by others. Those who have

been exonerated spent on average almost 16 years in prison before theywere released. Many

more have not been exonerated at all; more often than not, theywill die in prison.

Innocent Black people are about equally overrepresented among murder exorerees who were

sentenced to death, SO'A (Z+/tS}; those sentenced to life imprisonment, with or without the

possibility of parole,-5 S%o (zg+/SgS); and those sentenced to imprisonment{or terms shorter

ihan life, i+ il frZo / iiil. However, innocent Black defendants who escaped sentences of death

or life imprisonmentieceived sentences that averaged 35 years, compared to z8 years for white

murder eionerees who were sent to prison for terms less than life.

2. Additional racial disparities in murder exonerations

Differences in homicide rates may explain most of the enormous racial disparity in exoneration

rates for murder, but not all. Fortypercent of defendants imprisoned for murder are Black,s

compared to 55%oof murder exonerations. Unless some unknown and improbable process gives

inno^cent Black prisoners a big advantage in obtaining exonerations, that means that Black

people who are convicted of murder are about 8o% more likelyto be innocent than other

convicted murderers.

a) Race of victim

About 38% of murder victims in the United States are white.'o The proportion of murder

"*or"rl.* 
of all races who were convicted of killing white victims is somewhat highet, 46%o

6 E. Ann Carson, Prisoners in 2020 - Statistical Tables, Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice; Tables 15

&18,pp.29,33.@dinthisstudybytheUnitedStatesBureauofJusticeStatisticsare
estimiies of the prison poputation on a particular date, in this clse December 31,2019' So are most of the general

statistics we discuss on arrest, conviction and imprisonment. The murder exonerations to which we compare these

numbers are based on convictions that occurred over decades, from the 1960s through 2016-almost all since

i 9gg-and the proportions of crimes and convictions by race have varied over that period. As a result, throughout

this report, all rites and comparisons we discuss that d-epend on general criminal justice statistics are estimates or

illustrations.

7 Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice. Homicide Trends in the United States'J98Q--2Q08. (November

ZOll,1: p.3, Table 1. The rates of homicide victimization by race reported in this study are for all Black and white

victims, including those who identify as Hispanic or Latino, or other racial categories.

I ld. p. 13; Sherman, Amy. An updated look at statistics on black-on-black murders. PolitiFact Florida' (May 2015).

e E. Ann Carson, Prisoners in 2020 - Statistical Tables, Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice; p.30,

Table 5.
10 The only national statistics on the race of murder victims come ftsrn the FBI's Sgpplenentarv Hgmicide Reports.

These data have three limitations: (i) They are incomplete. (ii) They combine murder and non-negligent

manslaughter. (iii) They do not identify Hiipanic or Latino viciims, so their racial categories-"white" and "blacK'-are
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(5g7/t,t6).11]]lre concentration of murder defendants who were convicted of killing white

"i.ti*r 
is considerably greater among exonerees who were sentenced to death, 66% (891134J.

Many studies in at least 15 states have shown that defendants who are charged with kiiling white

victims, regardless of their own race, are more likely to be sentenced to death than those

charged *itt t itting Black victims.p Since 1976,750/o of executions in the United States were for

,nurd.., of white victims.'s The disparities we see in our data suggest that innocent defendants

who are charged with ki[ing white victims are more likely to be sentenced to death, and

sometimes no doubt executed, than those charged with killing Blackvictims.

There are also sentencing disparities among murder exonerees who avoided death sentences.

More than half of non-."pit"i ttt rtder exonerees were sentenced to life imprisonmert,l4 s1 to life

without the possibility of parole (S3S/r,o33), and the rest were sentenced to prison for terms

shorter thanlife. fifty-eight percent of non-capital murder exonerees who were convicted of

killing white victims *ere r"nt"trced to life imprisonment (z6z/+q9), compared Io 46% of those

who were convicted of killing Black victim s (zo6 / +qq).

In other words, judging from exonerations, the pattern of harsh sentencing for murder

convictions with white victims and lighter sentencing for those with Blackvictims is not

restricted to death sentences. If they avoid the death penalty, innocent murder defendants in
white-victim cases are also more likely to be sentenced to life in prison than those charged with

killing Blackvictims.

The race-of-victim disparity in murder exonerations also interacts with the race-of-defendant

disparity. Only about i3% of murders by Black people have white victims,'s but z60/o of innocent

Black murd., u*on"r"", were convicted of killing white people (168/6S8). This is a considerable

disparity; it could explain most or all of the difference in murder exonerations by race beyond

general homicide rates.

part of the explanation for the high number of Black murder exonerees who were convicted of
killing white victims maybe the perils of cross-racial eyewitness identification. We discuss that

not limited, as ours are, to non-Hispanic white and Black victims. The estimate in the text is the average percent of
,'white" viciims reported by the FBI fro m 2001through 2010, multiplied by 0.79 to correct tor lhe 21% of "whites" who

were identified as Hispanic or Latino in the 2010 census. U.S. Census Bureau. QuickFacts - United States'

11 We classiff a murder exoneration as a "white victim" case if it included at least one murder victim who was white.

Eighteen caies in the Registry with multiple murder victims had both at least one white victim and at least one Black

victim each. They are coded as white victim cases.

12 For reviews of the literature on this issue, see Grosso, Catherine M., Barbara O'Brien, Abijah Taylor, and George

Woodworth. "Race Discrimination and the Death Penalty: An Empirical and Legal Overuiew'" America's Experiment

with CapitalPunishmentS25 (James R. Acker, Robert M. Bohm, & Charles S. Lanier, eds.,3d ed'2014); O'Brien,

Barbara, Catherine M. Grosso, George Woodworth, and Abijah Taylor. "Untangling the Role of Race in Capital

Charging and Sentencing in North Cirolina, 1990-2009." 94 N.C. L. Rev. 1997 (2016).

13 Death Penalty lnformation Center. Race of Victims Since1976.

1a This category also includes any sentence of 99 years in prison or longer.

1s Federal Bureau of lnvestigation. 2014 - Crime in the United States. The estimate in the text is the proportion of
,White" victims for "Black oritrican Rrner'lcan' otfenOers, multiplied by 0.79 to conect forlhe 12o/o of "whites" who

were identified as Hispanic or Latino in the 2010 census. see supra, note 10.
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issue in more detail in the next section, on sexual assault exonerations, where it looms larger.'6

Beyond that, it is no news that inter-racial violence by Black people is punished more harshly

than intra-racial violence. It would not be surprising to learn that it is also pursued with greater

ferocity and less accuracy.

b) Misconduct and delay

Two racial differences in murder exonerations might help explain the disproportionate number

of murder exonerations with Black defendants.

Misconduct: Official misconduct is more common in murder convictions that lead to
exonerations of Black defendants than in those with white defendants.

Delay: Exonerations of Black murder defendants take longer than exonerations of white

murder defendants.

Misconducf. Seventy-two percent of the murder prosecutions that led to exoneration included

official misconduct that we know about (8451t,t67). We have identified many different types of
misconduct. The most common is concealing exculpatory evidence-often called "Brady

violations" after the landmark 1963 Supreme Court case Brady u. Maryland'z-which occurred

in 6g% of the cases (Tg6lr,t67).The next most common qpe is witness tampering-everything
from misleading a witness at a lineup, to threatening a witness, to suborning pedury-which
occurred ing5ioof murder exoneration cases (4r6/\t67); followedbyperjuryby a state official,

which happened inzo%o of the cases (4o/L,L67).

The rate of official misconduct is considerablyhigher among murder exonerations with Black

defendants than those with white defendants ,T8ot6 (5oo1638) compared to 6+% (zS6/S6g). The

overall rate of misconduct is a bit higher in capital cases-up fromTgoAtoTS%o (roS/rg+)-but

the difference by race is similar: gS% GSIZ4) of Black exonerees who were sentenced to death

were victims of official misconduct, compared to 7o% (Sz/+6) of white death-row exonerees.

Most of these differences by race are due to misconduct by police officers' The rate of
misconduct by prosecutors is about the same for all murder exonerations regardless of race,

48o/o for Black defendants (go8/638) and 41o/o for whites (t6Z/S6g). (There is a slightly larger

diff.r"rr"" in prosecutorial misconduct among capital exonerations,650/o for Black defendants

(+g lZD and ig%o of whites (zZ / +6).) On the other hand, there is a substantial difference in the

rate of misconduct by police: S8%for Black murder exonerees (SZo/6S8) compared to 38% for

whites (t+zlS6g).

The high rate of misconduct by police in murder cases with Black defendants is reflected in the

nature of the misconduct that occurs. Eighty-four percent of peduryby government officials is

committed by police officers.'8 It happened in zt%o of murder exonerations with Black

defendants (rS6/6S8) andt4%o of those with white defendants (Stl}6g).

16 Only 35% ol murder exonerations of Black defendants convicted of killing white victims included eyewitness

misidentifications (58/164), compared to78o/o of sexual assault exonerations of Black men who were convicted of

sexual assaults on white women (101/130).

17 Brady v. Maryland, 73 U.S. 83 (1963).

18 Samuel Gross, et al., Government Misconduct and Convictinq the lnnocent, National Registry of Exonerations

(2020) at p. 96.
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Witness tampering is also committed primarilybypolice officers.re lt happened in 4z%o of.

murder exonerations with Black defendants (zZt/658) but only z5% of those with white

defendants (gr/S6g).Int7o/o of Black defendant murder exonerations thewitness tampering

included violence or threats to the witness (ro6/6g8), compared to 7o/o for white defendant cases

(zq/S6g). For example:

Kendrick Scott and Justly Johnson were arrested and charged with murder

within hours after Lisa Kindred was shot and killed in Detroit on May 9, L999,

and convicted in zooo. Antonio Burnette and Raymond Jackson had been

arrested hours earlier as part of the same investigation, and they told the police-
and later testified in court-that Scott and Johnson told them that they had

committedthe murder.

Scott and Johnson were exonerated in zOrS after the victim's son-who
witnessed the killing at close range when he was eight, but was never questioned

by anyone before trial-testified that he was certain that neither Scott nor

Johnson was the gunman. In addition, Burnette testified that the police

"whooped" him during his interrogation and that he was afraid he would be

chargeh with the murder himself if he did not say what they wantedto_hear, and a

couritt of Jackson's testified that before he died in zoo8, Jackson told her that he

had lied because he was afraid of the police and the prosecution.

Tainted identification procedures are a particularlydangerous form of misconduct. They

occurred intoo/o of muider exonerations, that we know (trz/t,t67): 5% of cases with white

defendants (t8/S6g), and more than twice as often-tz%-of those with Black defendants

(ZS/6ZB).Their purpose, often successful, is to produce false evidence that an eyewitness to the

crimeldentified the defendant based on their memory of what they saw. These are cases in
which police (and, rarely, prosecutors) tell witnesses, in one form or another, who to identiff in
a lineup or other identification procedure. Sometimes they use visual cues:

In r98S, Nathson Fields, a member of the El Rukn street gang in Chicago, was

misidentified by members of a rival gang as one of two men who gunned down

two of their comrades the previous year. Fields was the only person in the lineup

wearing short sleeves, which showed an El Rukn tattoo on his forearm. He was

exonerated in zoo9.

And sometimes they use threats:

Ayear after Charles Wilhite was convicted of murder in Springfield,
Massachusetts in 2o1o, the critical eyewitness testified that a detective repeatedly

threatened to charge him as an accessoryto the murder if he didn't identify
Wilhite-who was acquitted at a retrial in zor3.

police used threatsin gzot6 of tainted identification procedures that produced false identification

of Black murder exonerees (Sg/Zil,compared to tr%o of those that produced false identifications

of white exonerees (zlr8).
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We only know about misconduct that is reported in documents we can obtain. Official

misconduct in criminal cases is under-reported because, by its very nature, most misconduct is

deliberately concealed-and much if not most remains hidden."o That means that wrongful

murder convictions are also more likely to include undiseouered misconduct when the

defendant is Black: in exonerations for which some misconduct already is known, in those with
no known misconduct, and among false murder convictions that have not resulted in
exoneration.

Delay. Black murder exonerees spend longer before release than white murder exonerees, about

16 years on average compared to about 13, whether or not they were sentenced to death. firree
additional years in prison is a severe penalty. For reference, the average totaltime spent in
prison for drug crime exonerees is about one year; excludingthose who served no time because

ihey got probation, it's still under two years. This longer pipeline to exoneration also means that,

at any given time, a larger proportion of Black murder defendants who will eventually be

exonerated are still in prison.

Murder exonerations with known misconduct do take longer than those without, 17.7 years to

L2.2yearc, on average. Ttre higher rate of misconduct in cases with Black exonerees may cause

some of the longer au".uge time they wait to be exonerated, perhaps because the_ authorities

resist exoneration more strenuously in cases with government misconduct. The longer time to

exoneration for Black exonerees may also contribute to the higher rate of knourn misconduct

because it provides a better opportunity for misconduct that occurred to be discovered. In any

event, differences in time to exoneration by race persist even after controlling for government

misconduct. Among murder exonerations with official misconduct, the average time to
exoneration is r9.r years for Black exonerees and 16.6 years for white exonerees; among murder

exonerations without misconduct, it's t3.3 years for Black exonerees and rr.3 for whites.

It seems that innocent Black people who are convicted of murder 
"te 

at a disadvantage not only

because their convictions were more likely to have been influenced by official misconduct, but
also simplybecause of their race.

Consider this case:

In 1984, rg-year-old Henry McCollum and his r5-year-old half-brother, Leon

Brown, were sentenced to death for the rape and murder of rr-year-old Sabrina

Buie in Robeson County, North Carolina. McCollum and Brown were from New

20 ln some contexts, the fact that we can only report on misconduct that has been uncovered can lead to reporting

biases. For example, the rate of observed mlsconduct in death penalty exonerations is almost twice the rate for

sexual assault exonerations ,78% vs.41%.Thalmay be due to a higher rate of misconduct in capital murder

investigations and prosecutions, at least among cases that end in exoneration; it may also be due, at least in part' to

" 
f ign6, rate of uncovering whaiever misconduct occurred in post+onviction investigations in capital cases. Death

sentences are re-examine'd rore thoroughly than other crimes, and the trials that produce them are heavily litigated

in successive reviews. As a result, we are more likely to know if misconduct was committed in capital cases. By

contrast, many rape exonerations are based entirelyon DNA tests that clear the innocent defendant but provide no

information about'any chicanery that may have led io the false conviction-which can create a false impression that

no misconduct occuried. Because of the danger of biases such as this, we are generally cautious in making

generalizations about pafterns of misconduct from the data in the Registry. That danger does not apply to the

iomparisons we make here. We can think of no plausible reason why official misconduct leading to a murder

conviction of an innocent person is more likely to come to light if the defendant is Black than if he is white. The racial

disparities we see seem to be caused by real differences in the rates of official misconduct in murder cases, mostly

by police officers.
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Jersey; they were visiting relatives in North Carolina. Both were intellectually
disabied, and both falsely confessed under pressure from police. No physical

evidence connected them to the crime.

In eolo, after decades of unsuccessful efforts to prove their innocence through

the courts, the North Carolina Innocence Inquiry Commission agreed to

investigate the case. It determined that DNA from a cigarette butt found_ at the

r."n. olth. crime came from Roscoe Artis, a proven serial murderer and rapist

who was himself sentenced to death for raping and killing an 18-year-old woman

in the same county about a month after McCollum and Brown had confessed.

Artis had been a suspect in the Sabrina Buie rape-murder. In 1984, the police had

asked the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigations to compare the

fingerprints found on beer cans at the crime to those of Artis-but they hid that
ruqo.it from the defense. The authorities also concealed the fact that a witness

whb testified at trial that McCollum and Brown had admitted to the murder, had

not only previously denied knowing anything about the case, but had taken a lie

detector test that confirmed his denial.

McCollum and Brown were exonerated in zot4, after nearly 3l years in prison.

They were pardoned by the Governor of North Carolina in zor5 and received

$Z5b,ooo each in compensation from the state. Even so, after their release the

prosecutor who sent them to death row told The NewYork Times: "No question

about it, absolutely they are guilty."

Certainly there was misconduct that contributed to the conviction of McCollum and Brown, and

that may have contributed to the decades of resistance to reopening the case. Did it also matter

that thsdefendants were Black-as well as strangers to the community and intellectually

disabled? Did their race contribute to authorities'unjustified and apparently unexamined

confidence in their guilt even as evidence of innocence mounted? That would fit the data we see

across cases.

McCollum and Brown are two of 75 innocent death-row defendants who spent 30 years or

longer in prison before they were exonerated, 67%o of whom are Black (SolZil.

The racial pattern is similar for all murder exonerees, regardless of sentence. Of the r8r
exonerees who spent 25 years or longer in prison before release, 68% ate Black; among the ten

who lost 40 or moreyears to prison, it's 8o%.

c) Changes over time

We can date an exoneration in at least two ways. The conventional one is by the date the

exoneration itself occurred, the occasion on which the defendant was finally cleared. This

sorting describes that timing of the process of exonerating innocent defendants. Figure r, for

"*u-p|", 
shows that the annual number of murder exonerations has been growing pretty

steadily since 1989.

Race and Wrongful Convictions
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Figure 1: Number of Murder Exonerations by Year of Exon eration
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to focus on the period leading up to that event, and classify exonerations by date of conviction.

Figure z displays the number of murder exonerations by the year in which the exonerees were

.orrrri"t"d. Ii shows that dates of conviction are more spread out than dates of exoneration; they

range from 1956 to 2019, and rise to a sharp peak from r99z to 1998'

Figure 2: Number of Murder Exonerations by Year of Conviction
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A major reason for the drop off in exonerations for convictions after the mid-r99os is the time

lag fr-om conviction to exoneration, which averages t6.z years for murder exonerations. As a

reiult, many exonerations that will eventually happen for murder convictions after 1995 have

not yet occurred, including some in cases that are already more than 25 years after conviction.

It's iikely, however, that even when all those murder exonerations are recorded, there will be a

peak for convictions in the mid-r99os because the all-time high-water markin the number of

inurders in the United States lasted from r99o lo tgg4,with convictions trailing by one to a few

years.21

If we separate out homicide exonerations by race of defendant, we see more Black murder

"*or"rJ., 
than white for all but a handful of years of conviction, despite the fact the Black

people are a small minority of the population. This disparity is concentrated-and accounts for

21 For a useful compilation of FBI crime statistics by year, see The Disaster Center, Unites States Crime Rates 1960

- 2019.
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the largest number of cases-in the period from r99z through 2ooo, the years for which the

number of all murder exonerations is highest. See Figure 3.

Figure 3: Number of Murder Exonerations by Year of conviction and Race of Defendant
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Figure 4 displays a running b-year average of the percent of murder exonerations with Black

u*orr"rees. By year oI conuiction, this proportion has remained fairly stable since r98o, ranging

back and forth from 4g%to 6t%o,between three-and-a-half and four-and-a-half times the

proportion of Black people in the population.

Figure 4: Percent of Murder Exonerations with Black Defendants by Year of Conviction
(Five-Year Moving Average)22
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22 For each year, the value of the "Five-Year Moving Average" in Figure 4 is the average of the values for that year'

the two years before and the two years after.
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On the other hand, there has been a large and reasonably steady increase in the proportion of
Blackmurderexonereesbyyear of exoneration,from g7%oin 1991to 660/oin2o2o,asweseein
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Percent of Murder Exonerations with Black Defendants by Year of Exoneration
(Five-Year Movi ng Average) 23
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Why has there been a sharp increase in the percentage of Black murder exonerees by year of
exonerationsince r99r (Figure 5), while the percentage of Black murder exonerees byyear of
conuietionremained roughly steady (Figure +)? The answer turns on two other patterns. First,

as we saw in the previous section, Black murder exonerees spend on average three years longer

in prison before exoneration than white murder exonerees. Second, as we see in Figure 6, the

average time spent in prison for all murder exonerees nearly tripled over the same period, from

less than 7 years for those cleared in r99r to 19 years for those exonerated in zor9.

23 For each year, the value of the "Five-Year Moving Average" in Figure 5 is the average of the values for that year,

the two years before and the two years after.
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Figure 6: Years in Prison before Murder Exonerations by Year of Exon eration (Five-Year

Moving Average)24
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The rate of exonerating innocent murder defendants has picked up steam in spurts since 1989,

rising from about 16 a year through 1999, to 69 murder exonerations a year for the most recent

five-fear period. See Figure r. Along the way, it seems that many of those w_ho wgrked on these

exonerati-ons-innocence organizations, defense attorneys, prosecutors, judges-began to focus

attention on innocent murder defendants who remained in prison and had been there the

longest.

This process would have occurred at different times in different offices, courts and counties. In

-utty, probably most, it will happen-if ever-in years to come. But whenever it happens, in
mosi large American counties, the great majority of the innocent murder defendants who are

identified witl be Black prisoners who've been ignored for 10, 20, 30 years, or longer. As they are

exonerated, the proportion of Black murder exonerees will rise-as will the average time from

conviction to exoneration. How could it be otherwise? Innocent Black defendants are not only

more likely to be convicted of murder than innocent white defendants, they also receive harsher

sentences and were less likely to be exonerated in early years after conviction.

Many of the innocent Black murder defendants who spent decades in prison were exonerated by

Conviction Integrity Units (CIUs), divisions of prosecutorial offices whose mission is to prevent,

identify, and coirect false convictions.2s The first CIU was founded in zooz and did little. As of
2oo7,ih".. *"t" two CIUs in the country; they had been involved in three exonerations. And

then the numbers began to climb exponentially-literally-doubling every few years. By the end

of zorzthere were g 
-CtUs 

across the country; in zor5 there were z4; in 2oL8, 44i at the end of
2O2r,93.

The number of CIU exonerations has followed a similar pattern. From 2oo8 through zor3, there

wete 42 CIU exonerations, an average of. 7 ayear.ln zot4 alone there were 51 CIU exonerations.

2a For each year, the value of the "Five-Year Moving Average" in Figure 6 is the average of the values for that year,

the two years before and the two years after.
25 The National Registry of Exonerations, Conviction lnteqrltv Units'
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From 20$ through 2021, there werc 44ICIU exonerations, an average of 63 a year, g7o/o of all

exonerations in that period (44r/t,zoo).

Since the beginning of zot4,when CIU exonerations became common, CIUs have been involved

in about 
" 

tttita of all murder exonerations (r7o/538). Sixty-three percent of all murder

exonerees in this period are Black (SSZ/SSS), compared to 5z% for the eight years from zoo6

through zotg 1r4t/zZo)-in line with the upward trend we see in Figure 5. But only 54%o of non-

CIU murder exonerations since zor4 had Black defendants (t991g68), compared to 8t% of CIU

murder exonerations (rg8/rZo). In other words, almost all of the increase in the proportion of
Black murder exonerees in the last eight years is due to the extraordinary concentration of Black

exonerees in CIU murder exonerations. The CIU murder exonerees in this period spent more

time in prison before exoneration, about 2l years on average, compared to 17 for non-CIU

murder exonerees.

Have CIUs been addressing a bacHog of innocent Black murder defendants from decades past?

Some clearlyhave. For examPle:

In 1988, Curtis Crosland , a 21year-old Black man, was convicted of murder in
Philadelphia for shooting a grocery store owner during a robbery. He was

sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. Crosland's conviction

was based primarily on evidence that a witness, who refused to testify at trial, had

testified at a preliminary hearing that he heard Crosland admit that he shot the

store owner. tfuat conviction was reversed on appeal, but Crosland was convicted

again in r99r based on similar evidence, except that at the second trial the main

*itttess did testify and explicitly recanted his earlier testimony at the preliminary

hearing.

Over the next 29 years, Crosland and various attorneys working with him
petitioned state and federal courts many times to reopen his case. Along the way,

ihey obtained statements from three witnesses who had not testified at trial-one
who was in the store and two who were at a window across the street -who did
not see Crosland but did identiff other men who were at the scene with guns. All
of those petitions were rejected.

In zor8, Larry Krasner took office as District Attorney of Philadelphia. In his

election campaign, he promised to invigorate the county's Conviction Integrity
Unit, which until then had participated in three exonerations over a period of
four years. In 2o2o, a much more active Philadelphia CIU agreed to review the

Crosiand case. Theyfound a trove of previously concealed evidence, including

documents that show that the main witness against Crosland had lied about that
case and other matters on many occasions; and that a man who had been seen at

the robbery by the witnesses who were found by Crosland's post-convi,ction

attorneys had also been identified to the police as the shooter repeatedly, in the

initial investigation in 1988.

In late May zozt,in a proceeding in federal court, the Philade$hia District
Attorney'sConviction Integrity Unit agreed that Crosland's conviction should be

vacated because the trial prosecutors "violated Crosland's right to due process by
not disclosing this evidence to him prior to trial, resulting in his wrongful
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conviction." In June zozt, eharges were dismissed, and Crosland was released

after 33 years in prison.

Curtis Crosland is the twenty-second of z5 CIU murder exonerees in Philadelphia since 2o].4za-
gz% of.whom are Black. That number is highly unusual. Most CIUs have had no exonerations at

all so far (SS/g+),including at least nine units that opened five years ago or longer; many others

have been involved in only one or two exonerations.2T

The r38 Black CIU murder exonerees since zor4 are spread across z6 different CIUs, but not

evenly. Almost four-fifths (ro8/rg8)-including a third of all Black murder exonerees in the

United States in this period-come from CIUs in eight counties, all in large East Coast or

Midwestern cities: Hiiladelphia (2g), Brooklyn (r9), Detroit (r9), Chicago (r7), Baltimore (r3),

Boston (7), Queens (6) and the Brorx (4).ra There's no reason to think this trend will slow down

in those cities, and as more CIUs become active the pace may accelerate.

In sum: We know how many exonerated murder defendants are Black-SS%-but we don't know

the percentage of Blackpeople among all falsely convicted murder defendants. We also know

that glack murder exonerees spend longer in prison before exoneration than whites, which

means that when the rate of exonerations is rising, as it has been since 1989, innocent Black

defendants may be underrepresented among those who have been exonerated. Since the

beginning of zot4,the number of murder exonerees who spent 20, 30 or even 40 years in prison

hal grown, and the proportion of murder exonerees who are Blackhas increased substantially. A
trandful of big-city CIUi aru responsible for most of that increase. Without th em, 56yo of murder

exonerees since the beginning of. zot4would have been Black; with them, rt's 64o/o.

d) Intentional and structural discrimination

In some cases, it's easyto spot racism in the investigations or the prosecutions that led to ttre

false murder convictions we study:

In r98o, a Texas Ranger investigating the rape-murder of a high school student

described what was coming to the two custodians who found the body, Clarence

Brandley and a white colleague. He said, "One of you is going to have to hang for
this" and, furning to Brandley, added, "Since you're the nigger, you're elected."

Brandley was sentenced to death in r98r and exonerated in r99o.

InrgS1,in Monroeville, Alabama, police framed Walter McMillian for the

murder of a clerk at a dry cleaner's. McMillian, a 46-year old Black man, had

numerous alibi witnesses, all Black: he was at a fish fry at the time of the killing.
But he also had a white girlfriend, which was reason enough for the poliee to

target him. McMillian was sentenced to death in 1988 and exonerated in 1993.

More often, discrimination is less overt:

In zoL4, Glenn Ford was exonerated after 30 years on death row in Louisiana. He

was released because over the decades after his conviction, his lawyers discovered

26 All but one were obtained after Larry Krasner became the District Attomey in 2018.

27 The National Registry of Exonerations, Conviction lnteqritv Units.

28 The counties are: Baltimore City, Maryland; Bronx, New York; Cook (Chicago), lllinois; Kings (_Brooklyn)' New
york; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 

-Queeris, 
New York; Suffolk (Boston), Massachusetts; Wayne (Detroit)' Michigan
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several facts that undermined the state's case: trial testimony by the state's expert

witnesses was false or misleading; police officers lied to the jury about what Ford

said to them; hidden police reports included tips from informants that implicated

two other suspects, but not Ford; and one of those two suspects admitted that he

was the actual killer.

In zor5, A.M. "Marly'' Stroud III, the former trial prosecutor who put Ford on

death row in 1984, published a remarkable apolory: "Glenn Ford was an innocent

man. He was released from the hell hole he had endured for the last three

decades."'s

Stroud takes painful personal responsibilrty for the tragedy, but not because of
deliberate miiconduct. He was inattentive: "My fault was that I was too passive. I
did not consider the rumors about the involvement of parties other than Mr. Ford

to be credible.... Had I been more inquisitive, perhaps the evidence would have

come to lightyears ago."

Stroud describes how he played by rules that gave him an unfair advantage over

an innocent man: "I did not question the unfairness of Mr. Ford having

appointed counsel who had never tried a criminal jury case much less a capital

o*." E,r"n more troubling: "The jury was all white, Mr. Ford was African-
American. Potential African-American jurors were struckwith little thought
about potential discrimination because at that time a claim of racial

discrimination in the selection ofjurors could not be successful...."eo

Stroud is unsparingly self-critical, but he does not describe himself as racist: "In
1984, I *"r gi years old. I was arrogant, judgmental, narcissistic and veryfull of
*yr"lf. I was not as interested in justice as I was in winning." He believed Ford

was guilty and did not question thatbelief. The same is probablytrue o{the
police office.s who concealed information about the real killers, the judge who

presided over the selection of an all-white jury, and the jury itself, which

sentenced Ford to death.

Some police and prosecutors may habitually assume that any Black murder suspect they deal

with is a killer. That's false, of course, and it's a form of racial profiling. If they are white, they

may mistrust claims of innocence by Black defendants and alibi evidence from Blackwitnesses

because Black people are unfamiliar to them and seem less trustworthy than those who are more

similar to themselves.

All of us-including judges and jurors as well as lawyers and police-are subject to unconscious

racial biases-and ul of ur at" protte to go along with accepted practices. Routine, institutional
discrimination is more co**on than intentional racism, and probably harder to detect and

2e Stroud lll, A.M. "Marty''. Lead Prosecutor Apoloqizes for Role in Sending Man to Death Row ' Shreveport Times'

March 2015.
30 Ford was convicted two years before the landmark case of Batso n v. Kentucky,476 U 'S. 79 (1 986)' in which the

Supieme Court for the firstiime created a procedure for challenging the use of peremptory challenges to create all-

white criminal trial juries.
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correct. Perhaps that is one reason why Clarence Brandley, the target of explicit racism, was

exonerated nine years after he was convicted, while Glenn Ford had to wait 30 years.

Would Glenn Ford have been convicted and sentenced to death if he had not been a Black man

charged with killing a white victim? There's no way to know. Hundreds of white defendants have

also 6een falsely.ott ri.t"d of murder, and most of their cases included serious official

misconduct. But we do know that innocent Black murder defendants as a group are at a

disadvantage because of their race, and that sometimes it costs them their freedom, and most or

all of their remaining years.

B. The net effect

We don't know the number of false criminal convictions, for murder or any other crime. Most by

far remain hidden-false convictions far outnumber exonerations-and we have too little
information to estimate that hidden figure.s'Except in one context: death sentences.

Death sentences have a far higher rate of exoneration than other criminal convictions, and we

have far more detailed data ott the- than any other category of criminal sentences. A study

published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences made use of these unique
^characteristics 

to calculate "a conservative estimate of the proportion of false convictions among

death sentences in the United States"-4.1%.a"

As the study is careful to point out, this estimate is for death sentences only. It cannot be applied

to all crimes, or even to all murders. Still, it's a starting point; it suggests that the rate of

miscarriages ofjustice for murd.ers in general is somewhere in the general vicinity of the rate for

capital murders.

Assume for a moment that the proportion of innocent defendants among all murder convictions

is half the rate for death sentences, z%o.Thafwould mean there would be about 3,3oo innocent

defendants among the estimated 165,ooo inmates who are in American prisons for murder

convictions,:s plui thousands more among the comparable number of defendants who were

convicted of murder in the past 4o years but are not now in prison because they were released or

have died.

In short, it's likely that at least several thousand defendants have been falsely convicted of

murder in the time period covered by the Registry and-judging from the exonerations we have

seen-more than half of them were Black.

31 Gross, Samuel R. What We Think. What We Know. and What We Think We Know About False Convictions' Ohio

Sfafe J. of Crim Law, VoL 14, No.2 (Spring 2O17)' al pp' 765-67'
32 Gross, Samuel R., O'Brien, Barbara, Hu, Chen and Kennedy, Edward. Rate of False Conviclign oJ Criminal

Deiendants Who Are Sentenced to Death . Proceedings of the Nationat Academy of Sciences, Vol. 11 1, No. 20 (May

20, 201 4); pp. 7 23O-7 235.
33 As of the end of 20i 9. E. A. Carson, Prisoners in 2020 - Statistical Tables. Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't

of Justice (December 2021).Calculated from Tables 15 and 18, pp.29,33'
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Nearly 6o% of rape exonerations inuolue Blackpeople, uho are the defendants in less

than i quartir of ,op, conuictions. The majority of rape exonerees usere misidentified

by uictims who had been raped by strangers. Two thirds of those misidentified rape

iefend.ants uere Black men, most of whom uere misidentified bg ushite uictims.

Cross-racial eyeuitness identificarron is a notoriously risky process. /t appears

to be the leoding cause of rape conuictions of innocent Black men in the United

Sfates. But it's not the only factor. Some of the misidentifications were obtained

by deliberately tainted idenffication procedures, and Black men are also

ouerT epresented in the minority of rape exonerations tuithout
misidentifications.In addition, Blaekrape exonerees receiuedlonger sentences

than whites, and spent seueral more Aears in prison before release.

This coun1y has ahorrifiehistory of racismin addressing accusations of inter'
racialrape against Blackmen. The persistence of that racismis easy to spot in
some rape exonerations. In others, no doubt, it's hiddenbeneath the surface.

Most rape exonerations are based on post-conuiction DNA euidence that proues

that the exoneree was not the rapist. Such exonerations became increasingly

uncommon as DNA testing became widely auailable to determine the identifu of
rapists before trial. There haue been no DNA rqpe exonerations for conuictions

an", zooTt DNA testing has greatly reducedfalse conuictions based on

mistskes about the identity of rapists. ?his r's a major achieuement. It has

preuented the conuiction of hundreds if not thousands of innocent rape suspects'

mostly Black men who were accused of raping white women.

1. Race and false conviction for rape

Fifty-nine percent of sexual assault exonerees are Black, four-and-a-half times the proportion in
theiopulaiion; ggo/o are white. That suggests that innocent Black people are almost eight times

more tit<ely thanwhite people to be falsely convicted of rape. Unlike murder, these numbers are

way out of line with the racial composition of sexual assault convictions. As of the end of zor9,

zr%o of those serving time in state prisons for sexual assault were Black, g9%owete white, and

z5% Hispanic.se Judging from known erroneous convictions, a prisoner serving time for sexual

assault ii more than ihree times more likelyto be innocent if he is Blackthan if he is white.

3a /d. (the remaining 15% were lndigenous People; Asians, and Pacific lslanders; and persons of two or more races).
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z. Eyewitness misidentifrcation

The leading cause of false sexual assault convictions is eyewitness misidentification of

defendants who are strangers to the victims.

Ninety-eight percent of sexual assault exonerations have female victims. Strangers commit only

abouia qoart", of rapes in the united states,ss but they account for 69% of the false rape

convictions that result in exoneration (z+3/gSo).

InTS%of sexual assault exonerations, the identity of the man who committed the rape was the

cential issue at trial (z6t/SSo); 8Z% of those cases were rapes by strangers (zz8lz6S), and. 89%

included mistaken eyewitness identifications (233/263). In the remainingz5% of sexual assault

exonerations the assault never happened (SZ/SSo).Instead, the supposed victim lied about a

consensual sexual encounter or fabricated an attack from scratch. None of these "no-crime"

exonerations involved mistaken eyewitness identifications; in 8g% the complainant knewthe

innocent defendant (Zz I 9il.

There were eyewitness misidentification s in 67% of all sexual assault exonerations (233/3So),

including 84i)ro of thecases in which the defendants were strangers to the victims (zoS/z+S).The

rate of eyewitness errors is much higher for innocent Black defendants-74% GS+lzol)-than
for white defendants, SS% (6tltt6).

ln 44% of all sexual assault exonerations with eyewitness misidentifications, Black men were

convicted of raping white women,36 a racial combination that appears in less than tt%o of sexual

assaults in the 
-United 

States.gz According to surveys of crime victims, about 7oo/o of.white sexual

assault victims were attackedbywhite men and only about tg%oby Black men.38 But5zo/o of

sexual assault exonerees with white female victims are Black (tzgl+g), and 43% are white
(ro6/z+g)-which suggests that Black defendants convicted of raping white women are more

than six times morelikelyto be innocent thanwhite men convicted of raping women of their
own race.

There are many possible explanations for this disturbing pattern, but the simplest is probably

the most po*"rfult the perils of cross-racial identification. One of the oldest and most consistent

findings of systematic studies of eyewitness identification is that white Americans are much

more likely io mistake one Black person for another than to mistakenly identifr members of
their own race.se

35 See, e.g., Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Criminal Victimization in the United States. 2008.

Statistical Tables. Table 27.

36 To be precise, this ratio is the number of sexual assault exonerations with mistaken eyewitness identification, and

with Blaik defendants and white victims, divided by the number of all sexual assault exonerations with mistaken

eyewitness identification in cases in which the races of the defendants and all the victims are known (1011229)'

37 Black offenders accounted for an average of approxim alely 11o/o of all rapes and sexual assaults of white victims

from 1996 through 2008. Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice. Griminal Victimizatiqn in the United

States. 1996-2068 (based on the National Criminal Victimization Survey; the statistic fluctuates because for each

year it is rrsuAily extrapolated from a sample of ten or fewer survey responses).

s8 ld.
3e See Meissner, Christian A. and John C. Brigham. "Thirtv Years of Investioatino the Own-Race Bias in MemorY for

Faces: A Meta-Analvtic Review." 7 Psychol., Pub. Pol'y & L. 3 (2001).
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The problem of cross-racial identification in rape prosecutions in America is asymmetrical. It
por.i a greater risk of misidentification for Black sexual assault defendants than for white

defendants, for two reasons. First, a lower proportion of sexual assaults by white perpetrators

are cross-racial. Most sexual assault victims are friends, family members or acquaintances of the

attackers, who are likely to be of the same race-and if the victim is a stranger, she is likely to be

white regardless of theiace of the attacker simplybecause whites are the great majority of the

populati6n. Second, in experimental studies, white subjects show stronger "own race bias" than

btact< subjects-they tend to be worse at identifring members of other races. This is not

surprising. As members of the majority group, many white Americans have little contact with

Black people, but almost all Black people have regular dealings with white people.+o

B. Misconduct and, discrimination

a) Tainted identifications

Eyewitness misidentifications do not occur in avacuum. Some are the products of misconduct

and racial bias.

Marvin Anderson was suspected of rape in Virginia because the real rapist told

his victim that he "had a white girl," and Anderson was the only Black man

known to the local police who lived with a white woman. Anderson had no

criminal record, so an officer showed his color employment identification photo

to the victim together with half a dozen black-and white mug shots of other men,

and asked her to pick the perpetrator. Naturally, she chose Anderson, who spent

lb years in prison before he was exonerated by DNA.

Anderson's false conviction was the product of a tainted identification, a dangerous form of
misconduct in which police, directly or (as in this case) indirectly, tellan eyewitness who to pick

in a formal identification procedure.

Tainted identifications occurred in ro% of the investigations of defendants who were convicted

of rape and later exonerated (SS/gSo). That's about the same rate we saw for murder

exonerations (ttz/t,t67), but the process was quite different.

In murder cases, about 40% of tainted identification threats were used to induce the witnesses

to identiff the defendants-usually threats of arrest or prosecution (+q/tz). Predictably, that

happenei in nearlyhalf of tainted murder identifications of Black exonerees (S6lZil,but only

rr% of the fewtainted identifications of white murder defendants (z/r8).

In sexual assault exonerations the victims always survive the crimes, by definition, because if a
victim is killed, the case becomes a murder. Unlike murder prosecutions, the critical eyewitness

in a sexual assault case is almost always the victim. Perhaps for that reason, none of the tainted

identifications in sexual assault exonerations include threats by the police.+' Instead, as in

40 ld. at p.18.

a1 ln a few exonerations that included sexual assaults as well as other violent crimes, police threatened witnesses

other than the rape victims and forced them to identify the exonerees. Samuel Gross, et al., Government Misconduct

and Convictinq the lnnocent, National Registry of Exonerations (2020) al p. 41 n.67 '
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Marvin Anderson's case, they may draw attention to the person they suspect without saying so.

For example:

Thomas Doswell was identified by a rape victim in Pittsburgh who was shown

photographs of eight men, one of which-Thomas's-had the letter "R" (for rapist)

written on it. He was exonerated by DNA 19 years later.

In other cases, the authorities are more straightforward. After a rape victim picked the man

standing next to Anthony Broadwater in a lineup in Syracuse, NewYork, in t98t, the prosecutor

told herl "Of course yoo .hor" the wrong one... He and his attorney worked to make sure you'd

never have a chance.... [He] had his friend come down and stand next to him. We had to send a

car to the prison to get him here. They wouldn't go ahead until he showed.... They totally worked

a number on you. He uses that friend, or that friend uses him, in every lineup they do. They're

dead ringerr.; E r.ry part of the prosecutor's statement was false. After the victim identified him

at trial, i'roadwatei Jpent sixteen-and-a-half years in prison and zr years as a registered sex

offender before he was exonerated in zozr.

And in Jerry Lee Evans's case, Dallas police simply told the victim which picture to choose. He

spent 22 years in prison before he was exonerated and released.

In three quarters of murder exonerations with tainted identifications, one or more eyewitnesses

lied and dehberately misidentified the exoneree (&4lttz), usually in cases in which they were

threatened (++/}qi.In the absence of threats, only two rape exonerations with tainted

identifi cations include deliberate misidentifi cations of the defendants.

The rate of tainted identifications is only slightly higher among Black rape exonerees than

among whites, tt%oto 9%. Still, as usual, Black rape exonerees who were set up for these

misidentifications outnumber whites by more than two to one (zz to ro), and nearly half of all

tainted identifications in rape exonerations are Black exonerees who were misidentified by white

victims.

b) Rape exonerations without eyewitness misidentifications

In a third of rape exonerations there were no mistaken eyewitness identifications (rrZ/gSo).

Nonetheles s, i1oAof the exonerees in those cases are Black-less than the rate for rape

exonerations with misidentifications (6g%) but more than twice the proportion of Black people

among those imprisoned for rape and about three and a half times their proportion of the

population.

In three quarters of rape exonerations without misidentifications, no rape was eommitted

(SZlttil.Most often, the complainants lied and accused the defendants of rape after consensual

r.r; itt u few they said they'd been raped to avoid admitting to consensual sex with someone

else; and in a couple of cases the complainants were delusional.

In the remaining quarter of these cases, the victims were raped but for one reason or another

could not identiffihe rapists, who were convicted by other means $o/rr7). In most, (16/3o) the

conviction depended oni confession from the defendant, or from a co-defendant (guilty or

innocent) who implicated the exoneree as well as himself. Some of these confessions were

obtained by misconduct in racially tainted investigations.
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In 1983, Stanley Wrice, a Black man, was convicted of participating in a vicious

gang rape of a white woman in Chicago and sentenced to life in prison. The victim

did not identifyWrice, but he had confessed and two witnesses testified that they

saw him participate in the rape. Wrice was exonerated in zor3 after it was

established thathe had been tortured into confessing by two officers in a Chicago

police unit that specialized in obtaining confessions by torture, mostly from Black

murder suspects. (TWo years earlier, their commander, Lieutenant Jon Burge,

was sent to?ederal prison for committing perjury in testimony about the unit.) By

then, one of the two supposed eyewitnesses, also a Black man, had recanted and

stated under oath that he too had been tortured, to force him to testify against

Wrice; the other witness had died.

c) Racism and discrimination

Racism in rape prosecutions can become a self-fulfilling prophecy-and an excuse for
misconduct. In some cases, the critical players are defense attorneys, judges or jurors, rather

than prosecutors or police officers.

In r99o, Michael Phillips, a Black man, pled gurlty in Dallas to the rape of a 16-

year old white girl who misidentified him. Phillips later said that his lawyer never

investigated his unanswerable claim that he was physically incapable of
committing the crime; instead, she persuaded him that he would get life in prison

if he went to trial because no jury would believe a Black man over a white girl.
phillips spent 12 years in prison, an unusually long term for a rape by a defendant

with no prior record for violence or sexual misconduct. He was exonerated in
zor4 when the rape kit was finally tested for DNA.

In some cases, the presence of racism is unmistakable.

In r99r, Marcus Lyons had recently been released from prison after completing a

sentence for rape. He tried to call attention to his case by putting on his Navy

uniform, going to the steps of the DuPage County, Illinois, courthouse, and

nailing his foot to a cross made out of railroad ties. One of the officers who

stopped him said "Come on nigger, your 15 minutes of fame are over." Lyons was

exonerated inzooT,by DNAtesting of semen found on underpants wornbythe
victim. He might have been cleared in 1988 if blood-type testing had been done

on those underpants, but the police-who knew the pants had never been tested-
let the lawyers believe they had been and no semen was found.

In others, the impact of race is a shade less explicit.

In 1984, Ulysses Charles, a Black immigrant from Trinidad who spoke with a

strong Caribbean accent, was convicted of raping three white women in Boston.

All three victims misidentified Charles as the rapist, even though they had told
police that the rapist had an American accent, and had failed to mention
Charles's dreadlocks and gold front teeth. Before trial, tests on crime scene

evidence found seminal fluid from the rapist and showed that the attacker had

blood type o; charles, as the police knew, had blood wpe B. That evidence was

conceaied, and at trial the prosecutor called a forensic analyst who testified
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falsely that the rapist had not ejaculated. Charles was exonerated by DNA testing

in zoo1, after zo years in Prison.

Would the extreme misconduct that sent Charles to prison have occurred if he had been white?

Would the victims have been confident of their identifications, despite the fact that he did not

resemble the man they had earlier described? Would the jurors? Maybe-but it seems unlikd.

Of all the problems that plague the American uiminal justice, few if any are as incendiary as the

relationshlp between r"p. 
"nd 

race. From the Reconstruction through the first half of the

twentieth c^entury, claims that Black men raped white women triggered countless lynchings,

riots and sometimes massacres of Black people.+' Those horrors have stopped, but the fears and

biases that fed them have not disappeared. It should be no surprise that racial bias and outright

racism also play a role in wrongful convictions for sexual assault.

4. Sentencing and time in prison before exoneration

On average, Black sexual assault exonerees spent more than four years longer in prison than

white sexual assault exonerees, 13.S years compared to g. years. Much of this disparityis

caused by a comparatively small number of exonerees who were imprisoned for decades' Thirry-

five sexual urr"olt exonerees spent 25 years in prison or longer; halfofthem were exonerated in

the past nine years. Of those, ott" *ur Hispanic, six were white-and z8 were Black, 8o% of the

total, including all but one of the nine who were imprisoned for 3o to 45 years.

Black sexual assault exonerees also received harsher sentences than whites i 27o/owete sentenced

to life imprisonm ent(SSlzoZ) compared to t7%for white sexual assault exonerees (zoltr6); of

the rest, i7o/o of BLackiup" 
"*on"re"s 

*e.e sentenced to 45 years or longer (g6lzoZ), compared

to T%oiwhites (8/116); and the average minimum term for those who were not sentenced to life

was 26 years for Black defendants and 18 years for white defendants.

These are extremely severe sentences, by any measure, for white and Black sexual assault

exonerees alike. In zooo, for example, only t.6o/o of all sexual assault defendants convicted in

state courts were sentenced to life imprisonment, the average maximum term of incarceration

was 7 years, and,t6%received probation+a (as did three of. g4g sexual assault exonerees, less

than r%). part of the explanation is the process that produced these sentences. Eighty-eight

percent of sexual assault convictions in state courts in zooo were based on guilty pleas, almost

all pursuant to plea bargains, but gz%o of. sexttal assault exonerees went to trial (321/349). From

the look of it, they paid heavily for their day in court-especially the Blacks. Very likely, many

innocent defendants who have not been exonerated decided not to take that risk'

Our data are limited. We have only sketchy information on racial patterns in sentencing for

sexual assault convictions in general, none for those with innocent defendants who were not

exonerated, and incomplete data on the details of the crimes and the process of obtaining

exonerations even for the cases we knowbest, those that we list in the Registry'

We cannot say for sure why so many Black sexual assault exonerees received such extreme

sentences, even by comparison to the draconian sentences meted out to white sexual assault

a2 See, e.g., Gilbert King, Devil in the Grove: Thurgood A"on1!!,the-Groveland Boys, and tle Dawn of a New

America,iOlZ;VutiyaFarshina-Kottas, et al., Whit the Tulsa Race Massacre Destroved, N'Y. Times, May 24,2021

a3 Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice. Felonv Sentences in State Courts. (2000)
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defendants who were later exonerated. Differences in criminal history cannot explain the gap:

Among sexual assault exonerees who had no prior criminal convictions, the only four who

received life sentences were Black. The average term for the rest was 24years for Black

exonerees and rr years for white exonerees. Our best guess is that Black sexual assault

defendants who insisted on their innocence and refused to plead guilty were punished more
harshly for doing so than innocent white defendants who followed the same course.

Sentence length has an obvious impact on the time exonerated defendants spend in prison: the

longer the sentence, the longer the time it is possible for the defendant to spend in prison before

exoneration. That explains some of the racial difference in prison time before exoneration for
sexual assault, but not all. Controlling for length ofsentence, Black sexual assault exonerees

served on average about three years longer before release than white exonerees.44

In short, we don't know why Black sexual assault exonerees spent so much more time in prison

before release than white sexual assault exonerees, but there are two simple, plausible and

compatible explanations: they received longer sentences when convicted, and theyfaced greater

resistance to exoneration, even in cases in which they were ultimately released.

5. Changes over time

Rape exonerations are decreasing. Across the time span of the Registry, murder exonerations

increased by a factor of five, from 14 a year in 1989-1992 to almost 72 ayear in eor8-2o21, as we

saw in Figure r. Rape exonerations also rose in the first dozen years of the Registry from a few a

year in r989-r99o to a peak of z3 in zooz-but then fell back to an average of about 13 a year

through zotT,before dropping to less than ten a year in the last few years. See Figure 7.

Figure 7: Number of Sexual Assault Exonerations by Year of Exoneration
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The comparison is equally telling when we examine exonerations by the year of the conviction of
the innocent defendants instead of the year in which the exoneration occurred. The peak in
murder exonerations is for convictions in 1995, directlyfollowing the all-time record in murders

in the United States, after which the number declines more or less steadily as the convictions
approach the present. See Figure z. Rape exonerations peaked earlier, for convictions in r99o,

aa We computed the following ordinary least squares regression analysis with Years Lost before exoneration as the

dependent variable, and Sentence in years, Race (1 if defendant is Black; 0 othenruise), and the interaction of
Sentence and Race as the independent variables:

Years lost = 3.962 + 3.163 Black + .244 Sentence - .110 Sentence * Black.

The coefficients for all three independent variables are statistically significant.
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then dropped rapidly for a decade, averaging about four a year for convictions from zoor
through 2oto, and about two a year sinee. See Figure 8.

Figure 8: Number of Sexual Assault Exonerations by Year of Conviction
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The cause of this pattern is no mystery. TWo thirds of rape exonerations are for convictions from

197g through Lgg4 eS7/S5o);8oo/o of them were based on post-conviction DNA testing

6gg/z1Zl.-Ifrer that, DNA rape exonerations declined for convictions through 2oo7, and then

airupp.ur"d entirely. Non-DNA rape exonerations, by contrast, have occurred at a reasonably

steady low rate for convictions since 1982, averaging about three a year. See Figure 9.

Figure 9: Number of DNA and Non'DNA Sexual Assault Exonerations by Year of
Conviction
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DNA testing is extremely effective at identifying a person who left testable biological evidence at

a particular location. Because rapists usually leave semen or other biological material in, on or

near the bodies of theirvictims, DNA evidence can be uniquely effective for determining

whether a defendant who was convicted of rape was in fact the rapist. That's the main reason for

the surge of rape exonerations after post-convictions DNA testing became available in the

United States, starting int98g-zz5 exonerations to date, 85% of which included eyewitness

misidentifications. DNAtesting is no help in determining guilt or innocence in a rape case when

the identity of the person who had sex with the complainant is not an issue, usuallybecause the

only dispute is whether the sex was consensual.

In 1989, when DNA exonerations started, there was a large bacHog of erroneous rape

convictions from earlier years, when pre-trial DNA testing was not available. It has produced
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1g2 DNA rape exonerations so far- almost 6o% of thetotal-and new ones from this era

continue tolricHe in. After 1989, pre-trial DNAtesting became available-over time. In the early

199os, it often was not done, and quite a few innocent rape defendants who might have been

cieared by DNA were convicted-57 that produced exonerations for convictions from r99o

through i9g4, aboutll a year. That rate declined to about three per year from 1995 through

2oo1,and none at all for rape convictions since zoo8.

Judging from exonerations, it appears that for the last 14 years, all (or nearly all) innocent rape

susplect-s in the United States w6o might benefit from DNA testing were never convicted because

the DNA evidence cleared thembefore trial. Unfortunately, a minority of misidentified rape

suspects do not benefit from DNA testing because, for one reason or another, there is no

biological material to test.

There have been 136 exonerations of misidentified rape defendants who were convicted from

r98o through 1989, about L4 ayear,but only rz who were convicted in the ten years from zooo

through zoog-and just two in the twelve years since. It seems that, now that pre-trial DNA

testin! is weil established in the United States, the number of false rape convictions based on

misidentifications has plummeted.

More than 7o% of.theinnocent rape defendants who were misidentified and convicted in the

r98os were Black men (98/g 6)-Zo% of whom were convicted of raping white women (68/g8).

Of tn" handful who were misidentified in the 2l years since zooo, only about a third were Black

G/r+), and just two were convicted of assaulting white victims.

By preventing most false convictions of misidentified rape defendants, DNA testing has

eliminated the bulk of the disproportionate, often discriminatory and sometimes racist

convictions of innocent Blachmen who were accused of raping white women. We know that a

dozen or more exonerations a year no longer happen. We don't know the total number of

convictions of innocent Black rape defendants that are now prevented, but it must be hundreds

a year.4s

45 ln the meantime, since 1g91, rape exonerations without eyewitness misidentification have continued at a low but

fairly steady pace of about three a'year. Fewer than half of the exonerees are Black (37186), about 40% of them in

cases with white complainants (15/37)' See Figure A:

Figure A: Number of Rape Exonerations without Eyewitness Misidentifications, by Year of Conviction
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Sixty-nine percent of drug crime exonerees are Black and t6% are white. That

means that innocent Black people are tg times more likely to be conuicted of
drug crimes than innocent white people. By now, this finding maA seem

depressingly familiar, but it's actually much u)orse than anything we'ue seen-
and probably understates the actual disparity.

White and Black Americans use illegal drugs at similar rates, but Black people

are arrested.for drug crimes (ouerushelminglg drug possessfon) at seueraltimes

the rate of white people. That's because essentially none of the huge number of
drug crimes in the llnited States are reported to the police, so they get to choose

uho to inuestigate, search and arrestfor drug crimes, andthey usually choose

Blackpeople.

That's racial profiIing-the process bg uhich the War on Drugs is focused on

minorities, eipecially Blackpeople. Mostinnocentuictims of racialprofiIing are

stopped and. iearched, perhaps harassed andhumiliated-but not srrested. But

some are arrested and conuictedin error, usually because of unreliablefield
testing for drugs. For the most part, these are hardly blameless errors: the

uictims are Black people who were stopped, searched and subiected to that risk
because of their race.

In addition, tue know of ry groups of defendants who were wrongfuIly conuicted

of drug crimes by sgstematic police misconduct, including manY who were

framed by police fficers uho planted drugs on them. Almost all are Black
-people 

oi ither people of color. The Registry includes 2Sg exonerations of
-defendants 

who were conuicted of suchfabricated drug crimes, primarily in
three group exonerations; 3% of them are white, 9% are Hispanic, and Sft are

Black. There qremany more such cases thatwillbe added ouer time.

1. The structure of drug crime enforcement

Arrest is the intake valve of criminal justice. Most criminal investigations are initiated when a

civilian reports a crime to police; occasionally, police witness a crime themselves. Either way,

their first task is to identify and arrest the criminal. Unless an officer saw the crime and seized

or recognized the criminal, that may require questioning eyewitnesses, conducting identification

procedires, collecting physical and forensic evidence, learning about the victim, the suspect and

iheir relations, and ro o". If a suspect is arrested and charged, the evidence the police obtain will
be the basis for any conviction at trial or-more likely-by guilty plea.
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Murder and rape cases follow this pattern: police initiate investigations of those crimes that are

reported (or, rarely, that officers observe) and amest suspects if they are able. Drug crimes are

totally different.

Nobody has a plausible estimate of the total number of drug crimes committed in the United

States,but theyhappen millions of times each day.+o For all practical pu{poses, none of these

drug crimes are reported to the police, and, despite more than too,ooo arrests ayeat, the risk of

arrest for a drug crime is tiny-one in a thousand, if not far less.+z

How do police find those unreported drug crimes that do produce amests? More than 85o/o of.

drug arrests are for possession ofillegal drugs (virtually all the rest are for the sale or

maiufacture of druis).+a In most possession cases, the police find the drugs by searching

suspects-or their p6ssessions, or vehicles, or homes. Almost all of these searches are conducted

without warrants, often without specific reasons to believe that illegal drugs might be found.

Since the crime is possession, once drugs are found on a suspect or in their control there's

usually nothing left to prove.

In short, police search people for drugs, and arrest them when they happen to find what they're

looking ior. gut who do they choose to search? Spoiler alert: It's usually Black people or other

people of color.

2. Race and drug crime prosecutions

The best systematic data on illicit drug use in the United States come from anonymous annual

sutveys by the federal Department of Health and Human Services. The most recent survey to

include data on race was in zor8. It found that about tt.7% of thepopulation over 12 years of

age had used illegal drugs in the previous year, and that white and BlackAmericans did so at

c6mparable rates, tz.oo/o and tg.7o/o respectively-and similar patterns for earlier years.4e

Drug arrests and convictions are another matter. A studyby Human Rights Watch found that

frori r98o to 2oo7 (a period that includes almost three quarters of the convictions that led to

exonerations in the Registry), Black people were arrested for drug crimes at 2.8 to 5.5 times the

46 According to a report by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration of the United States

Dept. of neittn a Human'Services, Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality on the !j,agq!qlS!-rvqy-9n
oirio use ano neattn. 2ot a anc 2dl g, Table 1 .3A, in 2019, 33.6 million American adults used illicit drugs in the past

month,thatwouldbeover1millionillegaldrugconsumptionsaday_butof
course, the average u"" mu"ibe considerably higher. Some users are addicts and many others are, weekly or regular

us"rs. in addition,-every act of drug consumpiiontepends on several other drug crimes-a chain of crimes of

distribution, and posseision (by th6 user and the chain of suppliers!-which is impossible to count,._especially since

possession is a continuous ciiti't" that may take place repeatedly across weeks and months' ln addition, drug use

may implicate other related crimes, such is driving under the influence. lf we make a very conservative estimate that

tne average monthly drug user commits three drug crimes a month (an average of one each ten-days) that would

mean an innual totit of ioout 1 .2 biltion drug criies a year-not counting additional estimated 2.2 million Americans

aged 12 to 1 7 who also used illicit drugs in the past month in 2019.
a7 There were about 1,156,000 drug arrests of all sorts in the United States in 2020, see Drug Policy Facts, Estimated

Annual Number of Arrests for Druqbffenses in the US By Type of -Ofi-ense 
- 2010-2020, at least 1 .2 billion drug

crimes, if not many more (see supra note 46)+ ratio of at least 1,000 to 1'

48 ld.
ae Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, U.S. Dep't of Health and Human Services. National

Center for Health Statistics. Health, United States, 2019: Table 20. Hyattsville,MD' 2021. Available

from: https://www.cdc.qov/nchs/hus/contents2019.htm. The rate is somewhat lower for Hispanics, 9.8%' and lower

yet for Asians,6.7o/o.
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rate for white people, depending on the year.so Data from the FBI show similar patterns in the

years since.st

Convictions follow suit, as best we know. A studyby the Sentencing Project in zoog found that

from 1995 to 2oo5, Black people constituted about 13% of drug users, bvt 36% of. drug arrests

ana +Oyritthose convicted of felony drug offenses.s2 Over that ten-year period, a Black drug

user was about two-and-a-half to three times more likely to be convicted of a drug felony than a

white drug user. llhirty percent of those serving prison terms for drug offenses are Black, more

than twicJtheir proportion of the population and about four times the rate for whites.ss

Most drug crime convictions, however, are misdemeanors. There are no systematic national data

on misdemeanor drug convictions,s+ but there's every reason to believe that they exhibit the

same sort of racial disparities we see in every other part of drug law enforcement in America.

3. Innocent drug crime defendants

Most defendants who are convicted of drug crimes get light sentences, byAmerican standards.

Among the minority who are convicted. of felonies, fewer than 4o% go to prison,ss and the

uu"rug"" sentence for those who are incarcerated is two-and-a-half years, about a quarter as long

as for d,efendants imprisoned for rape, and an eighth as long as for those imprisoned for

murder.s6 But the great majority of drug convictions are for misdemeanors, for which the worst

possible sentences are months in local jails rather than years in state prisons. In practice, many

if not most convicted misdemeanor drug defendants get no time in custody.sz

Excluding drug cases, veryfew defendants with such comparativelylight penalties are ever

exoneratJd, regardless of innocence. Most of the effort that goes into addressing wrongful

convictions is devoted to defendants with extremely severe sentences. As a result, the

distribution of exonerations is heavily lopsided. At the top of the range, defendants who are

sentenced to death are about six times as likely to be exonerated as those convicted of murder

but not sentenced to death, and hundreds of times more likely than defendants convicted of

robbery.se

And so on down the line. Excluding drug cases, non-violent crimes make up more than 6o0/o of
felony convictionsss but only r4%o of exonerations (326/2,320). There are, for example, about

threetimes as many felony tonvictions for theft as for robberybut one-eighth the number of

soHuman Rights Watch
51See. e.g., the most recent data at Federal Bureau of lnvestigation, Crime in the United States 2019.

52 Mauer, Marc. The chanqinq racial dvnamics of the war on druqs . The Sentencing Project (2009).

s3 E. Ann Carson, Prisoners in 2020 - Statistical Tables, Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice; Tables 15

&18, pp.29,33.
54 Natapoff, Alexandra, Punishment Without Crime: New York: Basic Books (2018), Kindle edition p.50.

55 Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice. Felony Sentences in State Courts (2000)' Table 2.

56 ld. p.3.
57 Natapoff, Alexandra, Punishment Without Crime: New York: Basic Books (2018), Kindle edition p.50.

5s Gross, Samuel R. what we Think. what we Know. and whatwe Think we Know About False convictions' ohio

Sfafe J. of Cim Law, Vot. 14, No.2 (Spring 2017), at pp. 765-67.

se Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice. Felonv Sentences in State Courts. (2000) ["Other Offenses" are

"Composed of nonviolent offenses such as receiving stolen property and vandalism."l
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exonerations (zo/rSr). Misdemeanor convictions outnumber felonies by at least four to one,6o

but account for less than two percent of non-drug exoneration s (4+12,6+6). Clearly, only a tiny
fraction of innocent defendants who are convicted of misdemeanors or non-violent felonies are

ever exonerated.

Most innocent defendants with relatively light sentences probably never try to clear their names.

They serve their time and do what they can to put the past behind them. If they do seek justice,

they are unlikely to find help. For example, the Center on Wrongful Convictions at Northwestern

University School of Law-one of the organizations that founded the Registry-used to limit its

intake to tases of prisoners who had at least ten yearc remsining ontheir sentences, because it
was overloaded with innocence cases in which the stakes were that high or higher.

In addition, minor crimes are generally more difficult to reinvestigate than violent felonies

because the initial investigations-and the record keeping-are usually more limited, so there's

less to go on. Most exoner"tiotrr are from convictions at trial, which generate and preserve much

more information than guilty pleas, and trials are vanishingly rare in drug cases. In zooo, for

example, only 4%of felony drug crime convictions were obtained at trial, and an unknown but

smaller share of misdemeanor drug convictions. By contrast, Lgo/o of rape convictions and 4z%

of murder convictions were obtained at trial, and those trials produ ced gg%o and 96% of the

exonerations for rape and for murder, respectively.

Whatever the reasons, there are too few exonerations for misdemeanors and other relatively

minor crimes to say much about racial patterns or most other aspects of those cases, in general.

Drug crimes are a unique and important exception.

Drug crimes are the second largest crime category for exonerations, after murder. They account

for lTYo of all exonerations but include a majority of misdemeanor exonerations, and they have

by far the lightest penalties for any of the major crimes. Almost a third of exonerees in non-drug

cases in the Registry were sentenced to death (:15412,648) or to life imprisonment (7tt/2,648);

the median sentence for the remainder was 20 years in prison. Only eight of the 554 drug crime

exonerees were sentenced to life in prison, less than z%o, andthe median sentence for the rest

was a year in jail.

Why does the Registry contain so many drug crime exonerations, despite their comparatively

low stakes?

4. Clusters of drug crime exonerations

On October LL,2llg,police in Houston, Texas arrested r7-year-old Michael

Jones after they seized a powdery substance from him that tested positive on a

"presumptive" field test for cocaine. TWo days later, Jones pled guilty to
possession of a controlled substance and was placed on probation for thre_e years.

i1 zorr, the Houston Police crime laboratory tested the powder and found no

controlled substances. Three years after that, in November zor5, charges were

dismissed and Jones was exonerated.

60 Natapoff, Alexandra. Misdemeanors. Southern California Law Review, Vol. 85, lssue. 5 (2012). pp. 13'l 3-1375
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Why were the supposed drugs that were seized from Mr. Jones' case tested two years after he

pled guilty and was placed on probation? Normally, a case like his would have been entirely

forgotten long before then.

But Michael Jones's case did not proceed on its own steam. It was one of a cluster of t57

exonerations of wrongful drug convictions in Harris County, Texas, home to Houston, that all

had a common caure. No single one of those cases would have attracted the attention and effort

necessary for an exoneration, but once the general pattern was diseovered, exonerating each

individuil case became routine. (As we'll see, the nature of this cluster also explains another

curiosity about the Jones exoneration: Why did it take three years after a lab test had

defi nitively cleared him?)

The Harris County cases are one of four clusters that account for 7z% of all of drug crime

exonerations in the Registry Goo/SSD.These clusters fall into two categories that reflect the

two common scenarios in which innocent defendants are falsely convicted of possession of

illegal drugs. (i) Error: The materials the defendant was convicted of possessing were not in fact

thJillegal drugs they appeared to be. (ii) Misconduct: The drugs used to gorlvrct the defendant

were pianted bV police, or simply booked in evidence by an offieer who falsely said that they had

been taken from the defendant.

a) Error: post-guilty plea drug testing exonerations in Harris county

Many drug defendants-like Mr. Jones-plead guiltywithin days of arrest, before the alleged

drugs taken from them are tested in a laboratory. That almost always means that those

supfosed drugs are never tested-except in Harris County, where the police laboratory often

does test those materials even after guilty pleas, and sometimes discovers that they contain no

illegal drugs. Over the years, a handful of those negative tests led to exonerations, but most were

unioticed or ignored-until zor4, when the Harris County District Attorney's Office launched a

systematic p.ogtutn to track down the defendants who had pled guilty to possessing illegal drugs

tlat hb tesis later showed were innocuous substances. That led to r57 drug crime exonerations,

including several before zor4. There are a few similar cases in other counties, but the Harris

County &onerations are the only sizeable cluster based on post-guilty plea chemical drug

testing.

b) Misconduct: GrouP Exonerations

As we use the term, "Group Exoneration" has a very specific meaning: The exoneration of a

group of defendants whoitere conuicted of crimes as a result of a large-scale p,attern of lau
-enforcement 

perjury and corntpfion. We now have data for 33 such groups, including

th-ousands of exoneiated defendants; we devote a separate section of the Registry website to

these groups, and add new ones regularly. In 17 ofthose groups, substantial numbers of
defendants were convicted of drug crimes that were fabricated by police officers, usually by

planting drugs on innocent defendants.

Most of the exonerations in these groups are not listed in the Registry, for reasons we discuss in
the Appendix. However, 288 exonerations in these groups are included in the Registry, of which

,Sp *"r" for drug crimes.6. More than go% of.thedrug crime group exonerations in the Registry

61 Of the remaining 29 cases, 19 were convictions for illegal gun possession (planted), and the rest were a mixed bag

of burglaries and a few violent crimes.
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(z+o/zSil are in three groups: the "Rampart" group in l,os Angeles includes z_S individual drug

crime exonerations that occurred in 1999 and zooo; the "Ttlia" group in Swisher County, Texas,

has another 35 from 2oog; and the "sergeant Watts" group in Chicago has added r83 drug crime

exonerations since zor6-and counting.0'

c) Patterns over time

In the sections on racial patterns in exonerations for murder and rape, we examined changes

over time in the numberi of exonerations, by year of conviction and by year of exoneration. For

drug crime exonerations, changes over time reflect little more than the timing of the clusters

that include the overwhelming majority of those cases. Figure ro displays drug crime

exonerations byyear ofexoneration. The four clusters appear as colored bars; all other drug

crime exonerations as a brown line.

Figure 10: Number of Drug Crime Exonerations by Year of Exone ration and Gounty
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As we see in Figure ro, the overall pattern in drug crime exonerations over time (the blue line)

closely tracks the peaks and valleys of the four clusters that include almost three quarters of all

such cases (+oo/iSD: the Harris County cluster of post-guilty plea lab testing exonerations,

(primarily 2012-2018); and three Group Exonerations, the Rampart group, in Los Angeles

62 The cluster of Harris County post-guilty plea drug testing exonerations is not a "group exoneration" as we use the

term here because the police who arrestbd the Hairis County defendants did not deliberately fabricate drug crimes

that never happened. That does not mean that there was no misconduct that contributed to the false convictions in

Harris County. As we note below, Section lV(4), racial profiling led to many of the stops and searches that uncovered

the substances that were mistaken for illegal'diugs. That, of course, is misconduct-but not the sort that defines
,,group exonerations," in which police fabricated drug crimes from scratch by planting drugs or otherwise.
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(rg99-zooo), the Tulia BrouP, in Swisher County, Texas (zoo3), and the Watts group, in
Chicago, from zo16 onward.

The shape of the curve will ehange as more groups are added. We know of several groups with

substaniial numbers of cases that we intend to add to the individual Registry, but our resources

are limited and the process is slow. The underlying structure, however, will not change. Drug

crime exonerations will continue to be dominated by clusters of cases in particular counties-in
fact, more so, as we are able to add more group exonerations from past years.

5. Mistaken convictions discovered after guiltypleas in Harris County'
Texas

More than a quarter of the drug crime exonerations we know about occurred in Harris County,

Texas, almosf aU from zorz through zorS (tSZ/554). As we mentioned, the defendants in these

cases pled guilty to drug possession before the supposed drugs they possessed were tested in a

crime-lab, and were exonerated weeks, months or years later after testing was done and no

illegal drugs were found.

The Harris County exonerations are more tJrpical of run-of-the-mill American drug convictions

than any other set in the Registry. They are all based on gurlty pleas, mostly quick ones; more

than haif were entered within four days of arrest, compared to a median of five months from

arrest to conviction for other drug crime exonerations. Nearly {oo/o atl misdemeanors-close to

9o% of misdemeanor drug exonerations, and half of all misdemeanor exonerations in the

Registry. And the penalties were light, byAmerican standards: about zo% of the Harris County

drug exonerees got probation with no time in custody; half were sentenced to two weeks in jail

or lJss; and only seven, g%o,were sentenced to one year in jail or longer. Among all other drug

crime exonerations, eight were sentenced to life imprisonment and the median sentence for the

rest was two years in prison.

Bfiuthy did the defendants in these ordinary seeming drug cases plead guilty even though they

porr"r.Ld no controlled substances? Some mayhave had powders or pills that they thought

lontained illegal drugs but did not. As far as we can tell, however, most pled guilty in order to

get out ofjail.

In a typical case, the defendant had a criminal record6s and could not post the comparatively

frigh 6ail that was set. At the first court appearance, the prosecutor made a for-today-only take-

it-or-leave-it offer to the defendant: plead guilty and go home immediately, or in a few days or

weeks. If the defendant pled not guilty, however, theywould remain in jail until trial-usually
for months, sometimes ior 

" 
ye"r or longer-and then risk years in prison if convicted. It's

hardly surprising that many innocent defendants took the deal.

The only reason we know about these false guilty pleas is that the Harris County and Houston
police .ii-" labs test the materials seized from the drug defendants even after they enter guilty

pleas. Few crime labs do that, which means that in many if not most ordinary drug convictions

iab tests are never done, since gsyo or more of drug possession convictions are based on guilty

pleas that are often entered quicHy.

osEighty percent of the 157 Harris County drug-guilty plea exonerees had criminal records; 92had felonyrecords,

oveivtr"eimingly drug and other non-violent felony c6nvictions; another 34 had prior misdemeanor convictions.
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The Harris County drug crime exonerees were exonerated by a fortuity: They happened to be

arrested in the only county in the countrythat conducts routine post-conviction drug tests.

There's no reason to think that police are more likely to arrest innocent drug defendants in
Harris County than in other counties, but if they do, we are far more likely to know about it. If
crime labs in other counties also conducted post-plea drug tests, we'd learn about thousands of

additional false drug convictions across the country.

The context maybe unique, but the racial composition of the Harris County drug exonerations is

familiar: 6z% oithee*onerees are Black in a county vnth zo% Black residents, more than six

times the rate for other racial groups.

Most, if not all of these innocent Black defendants in Harris County pled guilty rather than go to

trial because it was their best option, given that they had been arrested and charged, and were

held in jail. But why we." so *uny innocent Black defendants arrested for drug possession when

there is no reason to believe that Black people are more likely than white people to use illegal

drugs?

Seventy-nine percent of the arrests of Black Harris County drug crime exonerees werebased on

cheap and notoriously inaccurate "presumptive" field tests for drugs, which are most often used

on suspicious substances found in searches following traffic stops, and sometimes street stops as

well (izlgZ).6+Anybody who is subject to that sort of search for drugs is at risk of false arrest and

possibly false conviction.osThe issue is who the police choose to search.

A zooS study by the Department of Justice found that across the country, Black drivers are

about as likely io be stopped as white drivers, but after they are stopped, they a1e three times

more likely to be searched.66 TWelve years later, a detailed government study of police stops and

racial profiling in California found almost exactly the same pattern.6z In other words, Black

people bear a heavily disproportionate share of the burden of drug-law enforcement by

American police, from inconvenient, embarrassing, frightening and sometimes destructive or

violent seaiches, to false criminal convictions for drug possession-which may number in the

thousands a year.

Why do officers search Black people for drugs at such a high rate? Several overlapping strands

contribute to this practice.

Some drug searches and arrests are the result of overt racial discrimination. In June zot6, for

example, i federal judge found "substantial evidence of racially selective [drug-]awl enforcement

by the San Francisco police Department"6s in a program that resulted in the indictment of 37

dlfendants for drug dealing, ati gtack. The officers involved made derogatory comments about

6a Gabrielson, Ryan and Topher Sanders. How a $2 Roadside Druo Test Sends lnnocent Peo,ole to Jail ' New York

Irmes. (July i, iO164. ln 20'17,the Texas panet on *rongful convictions recommended that lab tests for drugs be

required aga oasls fbr criminat prosecutions. See Gabrielson, RyanJexas Panel on wrongful Convictions Calls for

Ending Use of Unverified Drug Field Tests. ProPublica (Jan' 18' 2017).

65 See, e.g. Cardona, Claire. Texas Man Arrested on Meth Possession Charqe Savs Substance DeoutY Found was

Cat Litter. Dallas Morning News. (January 10,2017)'
66 Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Justice. Contacts between Police and the Public. 2008. Tables 9 and 14.

67 California Racial and ldentity Profiling Advisory Board, Annual Report 2022 and press release.

68 Ho, Vivian. Charoes dropped in SF Druo Busts that Prompted Racial Bias Claims. San Francisco Chronicle'

(January 24,2017).
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"Black males" and ignored drug dealers of other races. Six months later, all pending charges

were dismissed. More often, the discrimination is not e>iplicit.

Black people are subject to more attention and surveillanee from police than white people. One

,.uron that is often offered is that they are more likely to live in high crime areas, but that is not

a complete explanation. In eor3, for example, a federal judge found that NewYork City's

notorilous stop-and-frisk program-under which police made more than 4.4 million street stops

from zoo4 through zo:r1-, goN of them of Black people or Hispanics-could not b-e justified on

that basis because the stops were more closely linked to the racial composition of the

neighborhoods, and to the race of those detained, than to crime rates.6e

Another reason that's given-usually for searches after stops-is that Black people are more

likely than white surpectr to have criminal records. That's true, but-like residential crime

ratei-it does not explain the racial pattern of searches. It's also partly circular, especially for

drug crimes. A majoi reason that Black people are more likely to have drug-crime records is that

police are more tifety to stop, search and arrest them. Those records, however obtained, also

,n."n that bail is likely to be higher, so Black drug defendants are more likely than whites to face

the Hobson's choice of plea bargaining: plead gurtty or stay in jail.

Black people, of course, are the prime targets of racial profiling: selecting suspects for

investigatior\ detention, or arrest because of their race. The stop-and-frisk program in NewYork

*u, ,uJid profiling on city sidewalks. But the phrase "racial profiling" was first used in the late

rggos-when it was also called "driving while Black"-to describe systematic police programs of

trotting for drugs on highways by searching cars with Black or Hispanic dri-vers.zo It continues to

happei, on and off the highway, despite the fact that police are just as likely to find drugs when

they search white suspects and their cars-if not more so.7r

Our "War on Drugs" requires police officers to search for drug crimes that nobo{V reports to

them. One method they use is to search many people and cars and hope to find drugs in a few of

them. While there's no evidence that the odds are better if the driver is Black, many officers

seem to believe that's true; they've certainly been told so by their superiors.T2 They may also

believe-usually correctly-that Black drivers are less likely to have the connections or resources

to complain effectively aLout rude, demeaning, destructive, fruitless and often illegal searches.

Most of the victims of those drug searches are inconvenienced, often scared and humiliated, but

they are not arrested because tro drugs are found. Some, however, are arrested and convicted of

drug possession. Judging from what we see in Harris County, a fair number are innocent, and a

high proportion ofthose innocent defendants are Black.

The formal judgments of guilt of these Black defendants are errors. The police, prosecutors and

judges did believe, falsel5 that the defendants possessed illegal drugs. But they are not
-blurn"l"5 

errors. Most innocent Black suspects are not selected for exploratory drug stops and

6s Floyd v. City of New York,959 F. Supp. 2d 540 (S.D.N.Y', 2013).
70 See Gross, Samuel R. The Rhetoric of Racial Profilinq, in Social Consciousness. Legal Decision Making:
psychotogical perspecfives. R. Wiener, B. Bornstein, n SCnopp & S. Willbom, eds. (Springer: New York, 2007)'

71 See, s.g., David Cole & John Lamberth. The Fallacv of Raci?l-Profiling, N.Y. Times' Mav 13. 2001 : Califomia

Racial and tOentity pronting Advisory Board, Annual Report 2022, at p. 53, Figure 23.

72 See Gross, Samuel R., The Rhetoric of Racial Profilinq, in Social Consciousness. Legal Decision Making:

esycnotogicatPerspecfiveffichopp&S.Willbom,eds.(Springer:NewYork,2007)'
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searches, and for the anests and convictions that sometimes follow, because of their behavior.

They aredeliberately subjected to this costly, disturbing and dangerous process-including the

built-in risk of false conviction-because of their race.

6. Fabricated Drug Crimes in Group Exonerations

As we've seen, the most distinctive aspect of drug law enforcement is choice: police officers get

to choose their suspects. In ordinary drug cases-the ones in the Harris County exonerations, for

example-they chobse who to search(usually people of color), and anest those who have illegal

drugs, or seem to. Sometimes, however, they go farther and choose uho toframe by planting

drugs on them, or by falsely reporting that the suspects sold drugs to them.

Sometimes they do this in a case that's a one off, or one of a pair, at least as far as we know. For

example:

On Novemb er 7,2OO6,James Simmons, a Black technology consultant, was

arrested in Seattle by a deputy sheriffwho testified at trial that Simmons (whom

he subdued with a taser) confessed to selling the crack cocaine that the deputy

seized from him. Simmons testified that the deputy attacked him and planted the

crack on him, and that he never said that he sold it. Simmons was exonerated in
zoro, after that deputy was fired for dishonesty in reporting on another drug

arrest he made a few weeks after he arrested Simmons.

But most of the fabricated drug crime convictions that we know about occurred in large clusters

that we call Group Exonerations: the exoneration of a group of defendants who were conuicted

of crimes as a reiult of a large-scale pattern of law enforcement perjury and conuption.

The Registry maintains a list that now totals 33 Group Exonerations that occuned across 28

years. Th" 
"*or".ations 

in the earliest group were complete in Lgg6; atleast three are ongoing

and continue to add exonerations as we write. Altogether, these groups include more than

g6,000 exonerated defendants-about eleven times the number of individual exonerations in
the Registry. The groups are extremely variable in many respects, including the quality of
information that'savailable to us, but they have two common features: (i) In all but a few of the

groups, most or all of the exonerated defendants were convicted of drug crimes. (ii) In every

gtoup for which we have information about the racial and ethnic identity of the defendants,

ntu.t people-and occasionally Hispanics-are significantly overrepresented; in most groups,

they are the great majority.

a) The nature and number of group exonerations

Two of the earliest group exonerations that we know about illustrate the range of the drug-crime

groups:

o Los Angeles, Calfornia, t9g9-zooo: the Rampart Scandal.In 1999, authorities learned

that foi several years or longer, a group of officers in the Rampart division of the Los

Angeles Police Department had routinely lied in arrest reports and testimony, and

framed many innocent defendants by planting drugs or guns on them. On several

occasions, theyhad shot and wounded unarmed suspects, and then planted guns on

them. In the aftermath of this scandal, about r7o criminal defendants had their
convictions vacated and dismissed by Los Angeles County judges in late 1999 and zooo.
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The great majority were young Hispanic men who were believed to be gang members.

Almost all pled guilty to false felony drug or gun charges.z:

. Tuka,Texas,2ooT.In 1999 and 2ooo,35 defendants, almost all of them Black, were

convicted of selling cocaine in Tulia, Texas, on the uncorroborated word of a cormpt
undercover narcotics agent named Tom Coleman.z+ In zoo3, all 35 defendants were

pardoned by the governor after a judge investigated the cases and concluded that
boleman had engaged in "blatant perjury" and was "the most devious ... law enforcement

witness this court has witnessed...." The investigation revealed that Coleman had

charged the defendants with selling quantities of highly diluted cocaine that he actually

tookfrom a Personal drug stash.zs

The Rampart and the Tulia group exonerations both include dozens of defendants who were

convicted of possession or sale of drugs that were planted by police officers. Otherwise, these

two groups are very different.

The Ramparf scandal was a wide ranging criminal conspiracy including at least nine officers

who worked in a program named "CRASH," an acronym for "Community ResponseAgainst

Street Hoodlumsl" The Rampart CRASH program was credited with reducing the high rate of
gang related crime in that neighborhood, but over time, the CRASH crew itself devolved into a

criminal gang. They continued to arrest suspects for legitimate crimes, including drug trafficking

and illegal gutt poriession, but they also conducted illegal searches and lied about them, stole

money and drugs from suspects (and sold drugs theyhad stolen), shot some suspects and

assaulted others, and planted drugs and occasionallyguns on suspects.

Most of the suspects they searched, arrested, framed and abused were Central American

immigrants, ,troally undocumented. Many were deported before or after they were charged with
crimes, and may .r"n"r have learned that their convictions could be challenged. The process that

produced the exonerations we know about was confusing, if not chaotic. As a result, our

information on the Rampart exonerations is severely limited. We don't know the exact number

of exonerations or the names of many of the exonerees, or the charges for which they were

convicted, or the evidence and the process that led to their exonerations.

The Tulia exonerations were all the work of a single, dishonest, itinerant under-cover police

officer, Tom Coleman. The entire evidence against all35 Tulia defendants consisted of
Coleman's uncorroborated false reports that for each of them, on a given date in 1998 or 1999,

he purchased a quantity of cocaine from that person-plus the baggies of heavily diluted cocaine

that Coleman bobked in evidence. Those fake sales were the only crimes they were convicted of'

The Tulia defendants were all exonerated by gubernatorial pardons in zoo3, a few years after

the convictions, following a single set of hearings in which the defendants were represented by a

group of volunteer lawyeis whoworked together. As a result, we have specific information about

the defendants, the process, and the evidence in every case.

73 Covey, Russell. Police Misconduct as a Cause of Wrongful Convictions . 90 Wash. U' L. Rev' 1 133 (2013)'

7a ln addition, two defendants had their prosecutions deferred and eventually dismissed; one was a juvenile who

received a non-criminal disposition; and two were not convicted of crimes but had probation on other charges

revoked because of their false arrests by Coleman (those revocations were eventually also reversed).

75 /d.; Barnes, Steve. Rooue Narcotics Aqent in Texas ls Found Guiltv of Periurv. New York lmes (January 15,

2005).
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The 3r other groups that are listed in the Groups Registry are also extremely variable in many

respJcts, frori the number of cases and the charges on which the defendants were convicted, to

the process of convictions and exoneration, to the qualrty of information at our disposal. For

exairple, two of those groups involved forensic lab analysts in Massachusetts whose misconduct

led to dismissal of drug charges against more than 32,ooo convicted defendants. One of them

"dry-labbed" many of lier cases-wrote reports that said the seized materials were whatever the

police suspected ti"y *"r", without the benefit of chemical testing. The other forensic analyst

systematically stole drugs from the lab to feed her own multiple addictions.

Table z includes a list of the 17 groups that are relevant to this Report: those in which significant

numbers of defendants were convicted of drug crimes that were fabricated by police officers,

usually but not always by planting drugs. We do not include a group in which all the

exoneiations were for arunt driving or other groups in which the systematic misconduct that

defines the group was by forensic analysts rather than police officers, or in which the police

misconduct did not involve instances of fabricating drug crimes.
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When & Where the
Exonerations Took Place

Number of
Exonerations & of Drug
Cases

Racial & Ethnic
ldentity of
Defendants

What Happened

Table 2: Group Exonerations lncluding Cases of Drug'Crimes Fabricated by Po lice Officers*

New York Citv. 1994-1996
the Difty 30 Group

Philadelnhia. PA 1995-1997

Los Anqeles. CA 1999.2001
lhe Rampart Group

Oakland. CA.2000-2001
the RrUers Group

Tulia. TX. 2003

Louisville. KY. 2002

Manpfleld. OH. 2007-2011

Benton Harbor, Ml. 2009-2011

Camden. NJ.2009-2010

Tulsa. OK.2009-2013

Phlladelohla. PA. 2013-2020

Philadelphia. PA. 201 5-2020

East Gleveland. OH. 2016-2019

About 100; mostly drugs
cases.
1 in ResistrY.

About 230; mostly drug
cases.
None in Registry.

About 170; many drugs
cases. 4llllegiglry
75; mostly drug cases.
None in Registry.

35; all drug cases.
35 in Reqistrv.

7; all drug cases.
None in Registry.

19; mostly drug cases.
I in ReEistrv.

65; mostly drug cases.
None in Registry.

70; mostly drug cases.
None in Registry.

30; Mostly drug cases.
4 in Reqistrv.

More than 1,100; mostly
drug cases. !!p
Reqistrv.

More than 250; mostly
drug cases.
None in Registry.

43; mostly drug cases.
None in Registry.

Almost all Black
and Hispanic.

Almost all Black.

Mostly Hispanic.

Almost all Black.

Mostly Black.

Unknown.

Mostly Black.

Almost all Black.

Almost all Black,
some Hispanic.

Racially mixed

Mostly Black.

Mostly Black.

Almost all Black.

NY police ofiicers conducted illegal searches, stole money,

took bribes from drug dealers and others, and planted

drugs on some defendants.

Wide-ranging police misconduct in the 39h District and

elsewhere, including planting drugs.

LA police oflicers abused suspected gang members over
seven years, including planting drugs and weapons on

many of them.

Corrupt Oakland police officers known as the "Riders"
planted drugs, falsified records and beat defendants.

Corrupt sheriffs deputy in Swisher County, TX, falsely
accused defendants of selling drugs. All pardoned in 2003.

Two Metro-Louisville Police officers falsified search
wanants, planted drugs and committed other crimes'

A confidential informant gave fabricated information to a

DEA agent, who used it as the basis for arrest wanants
supported by perjury and falsified arrest reports.

Two officers planted drugs, conducted illegal searches,

and falsified anests.

Police officers planted drugs, falsified arrests and
commifted perjury.

Police officers and an ATF agent fabricated evidence,
planted drugs, falsified search warrants, committed
perjury, and stole money.

O,fficers fabricated evidence, planted drugs, robbed

suspected dealers, and committed perjury and other
misconduct.

Officer pled guilty to perjury, falsified search-wanant
applications, and, with colleagues, fabricated evidence and
planted drugs.

Police officers fabricated evidence, committed search and

seizure violations, and tampered with witnesses'

Sgt. Ronald Watts and his subordinates planted drugs,
faisified arest records, and testilied falsely against
defendants from the lda B. Wells public-housing
development.

Ghicaqo, |L.2016-2022
the Watts Group

Jackson Gountv. FL. 2018

New York Citv. 2018-2022

187; mostly drug cases.
186 in Reqietrv.

AllBlack.

88; mostly drug cases.
1 in Reoistrv.

453; mostly drug cases.
3 in Reqistrv.

53; mostly drug cases.
None in Registry.

Sheriffs deputy made questionable trafiic stops, planted
Kaclally mlxeo' drugs, fabribat6d evidence, and falsified arrest reports.

Mostly Black and Officer indicted on perjury charges after video caught him

Hispanic. fabricating evidence used in drug anests.

Mostly Black and Two police officers convicted of perjury, including

Hispahic. testimony about a drug deal that never took placeNew York Citv. 2021

* The Registry is actively researching both old and new groups to add to the Groups Registry, including some that we described briefly in

reports that were published before the creation of the Groups Registry.
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The Groups Registry is far from complete. We onlybegan to conduct a systematic search for
group 

"*ott"t"tiotrs 
a few years ago, our resources are limited, and they are not easy to find and

rt"ay from a distance. Most do not receive national attention; some barely make regional news

beyond a story or two about the corrupt officers; even local news coverage is often limited. We

don't know how many group exonerations we have yet to find.

We also know of several police comrption scandals that did not produce group drug

exonerations, but mighthave if the authorities had invested the effort necessaryto identifu

defendants with tainted convictions and exonerate them. In some places, prosecutors had no

system for reviewing criminal convictions based on charges filed by the corrupt officers.z6 In
others, they left it up to the convicted defendants themselves to seek dismissal of their
convictions, if they learned that it was possible and had the resources to try; it rarely

happened.n

Wholesale police frame-ups of innocent drug defendants are at one end of a continuum of
fabricated drug crime convictions. At the opposite end are isolated acts of perjury in particular

cases; some individual exonerations that include police perjury fit that mold. In between, there

are serial pedurers: officers who frame innocent defendants occasionally over the course their
careers, but not as part of a concerted plan or large scale conspiracy. James Simmons, for
example, may have been the victim of such an officer. In all likelihood, the great majority of
these false diug convictions are never discovered, from one end ofthe spectrum to the other.

b) Group exonerations and the individual Registry

Group exonerations are fundamentally different from exonerations based entirely on individual

investigations.

The unit of observation for an individual exoneration is the defendant and their case. The

investigations that lead to these exonerations produce a great deal of information about each

case, much of which is publicly reported.

The defining feature of a group exoneration is the corrupt law enforcement officer or the police

conspiracy. The unit of observation is the group of wrongful convictions they generate. Once

that pictuie comes into focus, specific exonerations may be handled summarily and receive little
or no separate attention. As we've pointed out, that quick and inexpensive group process makes

76 For example, beginning in the 1990s and extending into the late 2000s, a series of Chicago police corruption

scandals resulted in conv]ctions of more than a dozen police officers on charges relating to the falsification of drug

cases, theft of narcotics from drug dealers and users, and the filing of false reportg. Possley, !1^a$i9e. When Cops Go

Bad. Everyone Pays . Chicago Tr-ibune. (October 22, 2006); Main, Frank. "'Cops' Arrests GeL19 Felony Cases

T"ssed Orti Chicago Sun-7mes. (May 9, 2005); Possley, Maurice and Gary Max.'Au_stin 7]Yrlsls FallApart in

Court." Chicago Tri6une. (January iS,i}Sl);Warnick, Mark. 'City Cop Scandals Dash Drug Trials." Chicago Tibune'

lOecemOer 25, rcel):tteinzmann, David and Annie Sweeney. "Federal Probe Nets 4 SOS Cops, No Brass"' Chicago

irtOrne. (April 8, 201i ). The Cook County State's Attorney's office told us it has no idea how many convictions were

later dismissed, although a review of federal lawsuits reveals that several defendants sued the City of Chicago after

their convictions were vacated. Email from Andrew Conklin, Media Spokesperson, Cook County State's Attorney's

Office (March 2012).
77 ln 2002, for example, the Dallas District Attorney's ffice dismissed pending drug charges. aga.inst 20 defendants

who were apparently framed by two former Dallas police officers who were themselves convicted of stealing money

from suspects and titsifying reports. Three convicted defendants who were still imprisoned also had their convictions

reversed, but prosecutois riraO'e no attempt to identify other defendants who had been falsely convicted in this

conspiracy on the ground that it was "up tb the individual defendant." Bensman, Todd. "False Drug Convictions May

Linger." Dallas Morning News. (September 8,2002).
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possible many exonerations for comparatively minor false convictions that would never be

reinvestigated on their own.

For some group exonerations, that summary process also means that we know little about many

of the individual cases they include: not the dates of arrest, conviction and exoneration; not the

facts of the alleged crimes; not the mode of the convictions or the sentences; sometimes, not

even the names of the exonerated defendants-or how many there are in the group. For other

groups, we know these basic facts but not the process or the evidence that led to the exoneration

of the particular defendants.

We first discussed group exonerations in 2o12, in the initial Report we published lvhen we went

public.zsAt that time, rve briefly described 12 groups (nine of which are now included in the
^Groopr 

Registry) and explained that because group exonerations "are fundamentally different

from exonerations based on individual investigations"-and because of the limited information

that was available on most of them-"we do not include group exonerations in our database."

By zozo,when we launched the Groups Registry, we had learned a great deal more about group

exonerations. We had identified more groups and had collected a lot more information on the

cases in those groups we knew most about. We concluded that some of cases in group

exonerations should be included in the individual Registry. (The relationship between group

exonerations and the Registry of individual exonerations is complex and technical. We discuss it
in detail in the Appendix.)zs

The process of adding eligible group cases to the Registry is slow and labor intensive. So far, as

we mentioned, we've added 259 drug-crime cases fromthe Groups Registryto the individual

Registry; 87% of themare Black, goA arc Hispanic, and'g% are white.

Almost all of these cases are in the three groups we've discussed: the Rampart Sroup in Los

Angeles, the Tulia group in Swisher County, Texas, and the Watts group in Chicago,

Only z8%of the Rampart exonerations in the Groups Registry are listed in the individual

Registry (qB / Vt), of wtrictr half are for drug crimes (zS/ +8) (most of the rest are for illegal gun

por"r.5ion, tS/z$. For the cases that are not listed, we either don't know enough about the
-clefendants 

and the events to provide an adequate description, or-if we do have that basic

information-we don't know enough about the process and the evidence that led to the

exonerations to meet our standards.so

The Tulia cases, as we've seen, are entirely different. We have more than adequate records for

every case-the legal proceedings included re-examinations of the evidence for and against each

defendant-and all of them have been added to the Registry of individual exonerations.

The Watts exonerations in Chicago are a variation on the themes we saw in the Rampart and

Tulia groups:

Chicago,Illinois, zot6-zozz: theWatts Group. For nearly a decade, Chicago

Police Sergeant Ronald Watts directed a crew of officers who terrorized Black

78 See Samuel Gross & Michael Shaffer, Exonerations in the lJnited States. 1989 - 2012' National Registry of

Exonerations (201 2), PP. 80-90.
7e See Appendix, p. 46.
80 See Appendix, p. 46.
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residents of the Ida B. Wells public housing development. They planted drugs

and extorted thousands of dollars with threats of arrest and prison. ln 2or2,
Watts and a subordinate, Kallatt Mohammed, were caught on avideo stealing

money from an FBI informant they believed was a drug dealer. In zot3, they pled

guilty in federal court and were sentenced to prison. After that, scores of
complaints about their behavior finally gained traction. The first exonerations, in
2016, were the cases of Clarissa Glenn and her husband, Ben Baker, who was

framed twice-the second time after he filed a complaint with the police

department. ByAugust 2c/22, r73 people had been exonerated-ten twice and one

thiee separate times, for a total of 186 exonerations, of which r83 were for drug
crimes.

In many respects, the Watts cases resemble those in the Rampart scandal, but unlike Rampart,

our information on the Watts scandal is excellent. It includes, for each case, the record of a

detailed re-examination of the evidence of guilt or innocence by the Cook County District
Attorney's Office. As a result, all r8g Watts group drug exonerations to date are included in the

Registry of individual exonerations. The final distinction is that we first learned about the Watts

cases in 2016, as the process of exonerating the defendants was just beginning. We have been

adding the cases since then, in real time, and may continue to do so for years to come.

c) The impact of the police misconduct

The legal system may sometimes treat routine drug convictions as throw-away crimes, but the

"onseqoe.tces 
of these fabricated convictions are hardly trivial. T\vo examples from the Watts

group in Chicago, the largest and most recent of the group exonerations in the main Registry,

illustrate the range of penalties suffered by the victims of these frame-ups:

In February 2c,c,6, Gregory Warren and several others were herded into a

parking lot at the Ida B. Wells public housing development by Sergeant Ronald

Watts and other Chicago Police Officers. Before Warren was searched, Watts told
him he was going to jail; asked why, Watts replied, "You'll see."'Warren was

handcuffed ind searched. No drugs were found, but the officers took all the cash

in Warren's wallet, and drove him to the police station where Watts pulled what
appeared to be bagged drugs from a drawer and said, "fiiese are yours." Other

offi""ts used Wanen's stolen moneyto buy Popeye chicken, which they ate in
front of him. In August 2oo1,Warren pled guilty and was sentenced to two years'

probation. He was exonerated in zor8.

In February 2oo7,44-year-old Marie Leaks was in an apartment at the Ida B.

Wells public housing development when Sergeant Watts and other officers

barged in and demanded information about drugs in the building. When Leaks

said she had no information, Watts-who was holding bags of drugs-pointed at

Leaks and said, "These are hers." "Next thing I knew," Leaks later said, "I was in
handcuffs and taken to jail... I was overwhelmed and confused by the whole

thing. The public defender told me that I could go to trial, but explained I would
probably lose." Leaks pled guilty, was sentenced to four years in prison, and spent

two years in custody. She was exonerated in zozz.
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In 5o of the r83 Watts drug exonerations in Chicago, the defendants served no time in custody;

in atl but two of those cases because they were sentenced to probation. The rest received

sentences that ranged from four months to t8 years-including z4 who were sentenced to five

years in prison or longer; they served an average of about a year-and-a-half before release.

Sentences imposed by courts are only part of the undeserved punishment meted out in many of

these scandals. Some suspects were beaten, had property stolen, or both-including some who

were never charged with crimes. For example, the initial investigation that led to the first
philadelphia g.oop exoneration was instigated by an event in r99t, when narcotics officers in the

police department's 39th district arrested a Black college student namedArthur Colbert. Over a

period of six hours, they called him "nigger," took him to an abandoned crack house where they

Leat him, took him to the precinct where they continued to beat him, held a loaded pistol to his

head and threatened to kill him, broke into his apartment and searched it-and eventually

released him, after promising to kill him if they ever saw him again.s'

Finally, with the exception of one misdemeanor conviction in NewYork, all of these fabricated

drug crimes saddled the exonerees with felony criminal records.

d) Why do these scandals haPPen?

We don't know the motives of the dishonest officers who framed all these defendants, but there

are a few obvious candidates. Some of the corrupt officers tookbribes or stole money and drugs

from real drug traffickers and mayhave framed innocent defendants to deflect suspicion. Some

extorted -o*y Uy threats of arrest and prosecution, and made good on their threats when their
victims did noi comply. Some probably did it because they believed the defendants they framed

were drug dealers or gang members, or both, and deserved to be sent to prison, even by

dishonest means. And some did it to build their careers. Tom Coleman, for example, lost his job

as a deputy sheriff and was then indicted for theft in a different Texas county before he was

hired as an undercover agent in T\rlia. After he arrested 46 people on fabricated drug charges,

the Texas Department of Public Safety named him as the 1999 Outstanding Lawman of the

Year.82

But why did they focus so heavily on minorities, especially Black people?

It's impossible to miss the obvious racism at the core of some of these cases. In addition, many

Black defendants-especially poor residents of big cities and small towns alike-have limited
resources and little political cl,out. They are unlikely to be able to successfully defend themselves

against the police, even if innocent.

But the most powerfirl reason the officers who carry out these outrages focus on Black people is

simple: That's what they always do. Drug law enforcement in general bears much more heavily

on lilack people than on white people, as we saw in Hanis County. As any forger knows, the way

to create convincing fakes is to make them look like the real thing. For drug cases, that means

pursuing and arresting mostly Black people.

sl Kramer, Michael. "How Cops Go Bad." Trne. (December 15' 1997)'
82 Blakeslee, Nate. The Color of Justice . Texas Obseruer' (June 2000)
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Of the many costs that the war on drugs inflicts on the Black community, the practice of
deliberately charging innocent defendants with fabricated erimes maybe the most shameful. We

have no idea how often it really occurs.
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Exonerations provide a view of criminal cases from the past that we couldn't see when they

happened.

For murder, we see a high concentration of innocent Black defendants who were convicted in

the r98os and r99os. The scale of that problem seems to have decreased for convictions in the

past zo years, along with a sharp drop in the national murder rate after 1995, but it's hardly

gor. u*uy. We know about many of those 20- to 4o-year old false murder convictions because

of *t" *oik of 
" 

handful of big city prosecutorial Conviction Integrity Units. We can only hope

that their offices-and other prosecutors, and police-will learn from the past they uncovered

and avoid similar injustices in the future.

For rape, we see a dramatic change for the better. Many innocent defendants who were

misidentified by rape victims and convicted in the r98os, were exonerated by DNA tests in the

decades since 1989; the bulk were Black men who were accused of raping white women. There

have been no DNA exonerations of misidentified rape defendants who were convicted since

zoo8 because DNAtesting now routinely corrects misidentifications before conviction. This is

an extraordinary technological success that has prevented hundreds offalse convictions,

perhaps more-mostly of Black men. Let's hope that other technological breakthroughs improve

ih" u."rr.u.y of criminal investigations to a similar degree. If so, they may also, in the process,

reduce the heavy disproportionate impact of false convictions on Black people.

For drug crimes, the picture is grim. Black and white Americans use illegal drugs at similar

rates, but Black peopi e are tg fimes more likely to be convicted of drug crimes they didn't
commit than white people. Most drug crime exonerations occur in large clusters, which makes it
impossible to identiff temporal trends, but we see no indication that this huge disparity is

waning.

The causes of this extreme racial discrepancy are plain. Black people are much more likely than

white people to be stopped and searched by officers who are trolling for drugs,r,rrhich puts them

at risk of false drug conuictiotts based on factual errors. And Black people are the great majority

of the victims of police officers who systematically fabricate evidence to frame innocent

defendants for drug crimes.

The solution is equally clear: Stop treating illicit drug use primarily as a criminal problem. The

War on Drugs is a treavy Uurden on our country but the worst costs are born by Black people

and other people of color. If white people were stopped, searched and humiliated as often as

Black p.opl", would we even have a War on Drugs? What if police across the country engaged in

methodical programs of planting drugs on innocent white people? It's hard to believe.
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The fundamental reason that we treat group exonerations separately from individual

exonerations is the widespread lack of information about those groups-by us, and by the courts,

prosecutors and governors who exonerate the defendants. This distinction has two parts:

Firsf, for many exonerations in these groups we simply lack basic information that we need to

describe and code them separately-the names, dates, charges, sometimes even the number of

exonerees-but we can still include them in the group story and the group statistics.

Second, even when we do know these basic facts, many group exonerations lack a procedural

element that's part of our definition of "exoneration," and essential to our confidence that the

overwhelming majority of individual exonerees are innocent of the crimes for which they were

convicted.

We classifu a person who was convicted of a crime as "exonerated" if,

...following a post-conviction re-examination of the evidence in the case, lthat
personl was ielieved of all the consequences of the criminal conviction, and

"ith"t, 
(r) was declared to be factually innocent by a government official or

agency with the authority to make that declaration; or (z) received [a complete

pardon, acquittal or dismissal of all charges, after new evidence of that person's

innocence became available.]ea

This is a practical definition of "exoneration." It means that we don't attempt to evaluate the

guilt or iinocence of defendants; instead, we rely on decjsions by legal actors that are recorded

in publicly available sources. Our goal is to draw a line that includes very few guilty defendants

". 
L*orr.rl"s, at the expense of excluding quite a few innocent ones, and to do so transparently,

using data that are open to the public.

The system works well. There's no doubt that some of the thousands of defendants in the

Regisiry were guilty of the crimes for which they were convicted. Misclassifications are
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83 The complete definition adds some important details:

Exoneration-A person has been exonerated if he or she was convicted of a crime and, following a post-conviction

re-examination olthe evidence in the case, was relieved of all the consequences of the criminal conviction, and

either: (1) was declared to be factually innocent by a government official or agency with the authority to make that

declaraiion; or (2) received (i) a complete pardon 
-by 

a govemor or other competent authority, whether or not the

pardon is designited as uas6o on innocence, or (iii an-acquittal of all charges factually related to the crime for which

[n" p"t"on wai originally convicted, in a court of thb jurisdiction in which the person was convicted, or (iii) a dismissal

of ail charges relat6d toihe crime for which the pers6n was originally convicted, by a court or by.a prosecutor with the

authority t6 enter that dismissal. The pardon, acquittal, or dismissal must have occurred after evidence of innocence

became available that either (i) was not presented at the trial at which the person was convicted; or (ii) if the person

pLJ guilty, was not known by ihe defendant and the defense attorney at the time the plea was entered. The evidence

bt in'.r-ocei.'c" need not be an explicit basis for the official act that exonerated the person. A person who otherwise

qualifies has not been exonerated if there is unexplained physical evidence of that person's guilt.



inevitable, as they are in any complex coding system, but as best we can tell, they're rare. It's

difficult to obtain a complete reversal of a criminal conviction in the United States for any

reason, and especially one based on new evidence of innocence. In that context, we use two main

filters to exclude defendants whose convictions were overturned for reasons unrelated to

innocence:

(i) There must be either an official declaration of innocence, or, failing that, a complete pardon,

acquittal or dismissal after new evidence of innocence has emerged.

(ii) In addition, there's a procedural requirement: an exoneration must be based on a re-

examination of the evidence in the specific case.

The second requirement may seem inevitable-how else could an exoneration ever surface? For

individual exonerations, thal's probablytrue. In some groups, however, the only evidence that

was required for a particular exoneration was the fact that a law enforcement officer who

particiiated in a corrupt conspiracy played some role in the investigation or arrest of the

defendant-nothing more.

For example, in the Massachusetts dry-labbing group exoneration, more than r9,ooo drug

convictions were dismissedbecauseAnnie Doolithan, the forensic analystwho was responsible

for testing the alleged drugs, made up incriminating results in numerous cases. Each of those

defendants was convicted by unreliable evidence from a dishonest law enforcement officer, but

that hardly means that thdre all innocent. If Dookhan had done all the chemical tests she was

supposed io do, many of those tests-probably most, possibly the overwhelming majority-
would have proven the defendants' guilt.

Similarly, many drug convictions in the group exonerations in Philadelphia were dismissed

simplybecaos" un ofucer who was known to be corrupt participated in the inv_estigation or

arrest. In some cases, the corrupt officers had minor roles. In others-but we don't know

which-theywere primarily responsible for the convictions, but the defendants were Suilty all

the same. dven the most dishonest officers may make legitimate arrests along with the

fraudulent ones. It's appropriate that these cases are included in the group exonerations. The

defendants were cleared after they had been convicted in a dishonest process that casts serious

doubts on their guilt. But without a more painstaking process, we are not sufficiently confident

of their innocence to also list them as individual exonerations.

Mass group exonerations like the ones in Massachusetts and Philadelphia are onlypossible

because of the distinctive nature of drug convictions.

The fact that a police officer who participated in the defendant's arrest lied or planted evidence

in another .asJ-ay raise a question about the validity of a murder defendant's conviction. So

might the fact that the forensic analyst who tested blood from the scene of the murder made up

finf,ings in other murder cases. But these disturbing facts would, at most, lead to a hearing or

reinveitigation which might or might not lead to an exoneration if the new evidence disproves

that individual defendant's guilt. It's hard to imagine that even a single murder or rape

conviction would be dismissed simply because an officer who was involved in the investigation
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was guilty of misconduct in other cases, without referenee to any other evidence in the case at

hand.8a

But some prosecutors and judges are willing to dismiss large numbers of drug convictions on the

basis of inlormation about police misconduct that's perfectly consistent with the defendants'

guilt. Why not? Few people ever think about the countless unprosecuted acts of p_ossession of

ittegat drugs; whywould they care how many drug possession cases are dismissed after

convictionl Even if the defendants are all guilty, who'd ever notice in the shadow of the

mountains of victimless, unreported, unconvicted drug crimes we live with every day.

In short, we only include defendants from the group exonerations on our list of individual

.ron"r"iions if we know that they were cleared by a process that includes a review of all the

evidence in their cases.

We have described how that standard played out for the three groups that include almost all the

group exonerees in the main Registry: The Watts exonerations in Chicago include detailed

ieinvestigations of the facts of each case, and have been added to the Registry in real time. The

Tulia exonerations in Texas include equally detailed reviews; theywere all added together in
zozt, tSyears after the exonerations took place. The Rampart exonerations in Los Angeles were

also added to the individual registry in 2ozt,19 to 20 years after they took place, but they are

more of a mixed bag. We know the names of the exonerees in 9r of the estimated 17o or so

exonerations, of which 48 (SSo/o) qualify for the individual Registry.ss

There are many more such cases. We are examining additional sets of defendants that we may

add to our Groups Registry, including groups we have discussed briefly in earlier reports but
have not yet researchJd thotooghly enough to include in that registry. And we are reviewing the

group exonerations we already list to irlentif defendants who qualify for the individual Registry'

it's islo*, time consuming process. These numbers will rise as we go along.

8a For example, forensic analysts Joyce Gilchrist in Oklahoma, and Fred Zainin West Virginia and Texas, were

implicated in many incidents of torensic fraud in the investigation of murders and other violent crimes. The authorities

conducted extensive detailed reviews of hundreds of cases in which they provided evidence, much of it false, but only

1 0 resulted in exonerations, three for Gilchrest and seven lor Zain. See Samuel Gross, et al., Government

Misconduct and Convictinq.the lnnocent, National Registry of Exonerations (2020) at pp. 67-68, 124-125' 140-142,

I 56-1 57.
85 professor Russell Covey has also collected and evaluated information on the Rampart and Tulia group

exonerations. See Covey, Russell, Police Misconduct as a Cause of Wronoful Convictions, 90 Wash- U. L. Rev. 1 133

tiO f gl. He assembled reasonably detailed information on 87 of the Rampart exonerations in Los Angeles, and

concluded that 38 of those cases qualified as exonerations by the Registry's criteria, and the defendants are highly

tifety to be innocent; thal27 cases included "evidence of criminal culpability'' by the defendants; and that 22 cases

were too unclear to call. on the other hand, Covey concluded that with one or two possible but unlikely exceptions, all

the exonerated Tulia defendants were innocent' ld' at pp. 1 150-51'

professor Covey's data and methods are different from ours. Among other differences, he estimates the likelihood

that individual defendants in these groups are innocent or guilty, which we do not do. Nonetheless, his conclusions

are consistent with our own.
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